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1.

Introduction

1.1 Aberdeenshire is a successful place. The Development Plan contributes to this by
ensuring that opportunities are available for construction to support that success, and
which are delivered in a way that reflects both the developer’s wishes and community
aspirations. The development plan is a document that allows consensus to be arrived
at as to the locations of homes and jobs across Aberdeenshire. This Main Issues
Report is a key part of developing that consensus.
1.2

Homes in Aberdeenshire represent 6.4% of all new homes completed in Scotland since
1997 and Aberdeenshire is ranked sixth in Scotland on this statistic. When the number
of new homes completed per resident is considered Aberdeenshire is only second to
Orkney in the build rate; since 2007, 9 new houses have been built for every 100
people.
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Figure 1 Housing completions since 1997

1.3

A similar story can be told for business land development where the core businesses of
the oil industry have sheltered much of Aberdeenshire from economic recession.

1.4

The Local Development Plan, along with the Strategic Development Plan sets out the
land use planning framework for the area. These are the documents against which
applications for planning permission are assessed. They allow Aberdeenshire Council
to implement changes to where development should take place, what community
benefits it should provide, the standards of design it should employ and the protection
that it gives to the natural and built environment.

1.5

The vision provided by the 2009 Structure Plan for a significantly increased
development land supply and a number of key policy changes has left Aberdeenshire
in a positive position. Communities, having debated these issues at length in 2010 for
the first Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan, can have confidence in the scale and
direction that new house-building and business development will take. We currently
have enough land identified through the phases identified in the 2012 Local
Development Plan to meet our needs well into the future and generally the existing
allocated sites can be carried forward into the next Local Development Plan with little
change. Figure 2 shows how the Established Housing Land Supply has been
increased through the City and Shire Local Development Plans. The rate at which
allocated sites are being brought on stream should ensure that we have an effective
supply of at least five years of development land well into the future without the need to
identify many new sites.
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Figure 2 Established (i.e. Ready for immediate development) Housing land supply across
Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire.

1.6

In round figures across Aberdeen City and Shire there is an effective land supply of
approximately 15,000 house sites with a further 15,000 anticipated to become effective
thereafter. The proposed strategic development plan sets an ambitious target of
building 2,500 homes per year until 2020, and 3,000 homes per year thereafter. On the
basis of what we can reasonably foresee there is already sufficient land to meet needs
until 2026. Equally, for business land allocations made in LDP2012 more than
adequately meet the targets set in the proposed Strategic Development Plan

1.7

The principal function of the review of the Local Development Plan is to ask questions
about how we can improve our local communities, improve the way we evaluate
development proposals, or engage with the big issues that have emerged in recent
times. That we have identified a number of “main issues” should not distract us from
the quality and value of the existing development plan framework.

1.8

This “Main Issues Report” is a key part of the preparation of the Local Development
Plan. It has been prepared to inform the discussion on the changes that may be
required to the existing Local Development Plan (LDP 2012) since its approval by
Aberdeenshire Council in June 2012. Through discussion of options in the Main Issues
Report any changes that may be required will be based on a wide-ranging and open
public discussion of the issues, and consideration of the alternatives.
What is the timetable for the new Local Development Plan?

1.9

Preparation of a Local Development plan is a legal requirement and the Authority has
responsibility for preparing a Local Development Plan for the whole of its area,
excluding the part of Aberdeenshire that is the Cairngorms National Park.
Aberdeenshire Council is required to replace LDPs every five years, or sooner, and
Scottish Ministers expect LDPs to be adopted within 2 years of the approval of the
Strategic Development Plan for the area.

1. 10 Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Planning Authority submitted The Aberdeen City
and Shire Strategic Development Plan (SDP) to Ministers for approval in July 2013.
Approval is anticipated in early 2014. Consequently, Aberdeenshire Council should
endeavour to adopt a second Local Development Plan (LDP2016) in 2016. Experience
from LDP2012 has shown that it takes approximately four years to complete an LDP
from start to finish.

1.11 The Development Plan Scheme, published in January each year, sets out the detailed
programme for preparing the Local Development Plan. It contains the “participation
statement”, a detailed statement of what steps Aberdeenshire will take in securing
engagement on the content of the plan, and which sets out the methods and timetable
of actions that will be undertaken in its preparation. The current development plan
scheme identifies that future stages of plan preparation will include the publication of a
proposed plan in October 2014, and its submission for an “Examination” by Scottish
Ministers in 2015 before its adoption in 2016.
What does this Main Issues Report contain?
1.12 This Main Issues Report (MIR) is a key document within this process. The Scottish
Government advises that the MIR requires to set out the authority’s general proposals
for development, and in particular proposals as to where development should and
should not occur. It is required to concentrate on the key changes that have occurred
since the previous plan and draw attention to the ways in which the favoured and
alternative proposals differ from the existing plan. Content that the authority proposes
to retain from the existing plan, or which does not have a significant environmental or
other effect should also be identified, but with limited discussion. The MIR is a key
stage for Strategic Environmental Assessment.
1.13 The content of this MIR has been informed by a Monitoring Statement and a Strategic
Environmental Assessment Environmental Report. Planning Officers have sought the
views of community groups, industry stakeholders and other interested parties to help
identify the “main issues”. Notes of the meetings held, “position papers” providing an
in-depth analysis of contentious issues, the Monitoring Statement and SEA
Environmental Report, and an analysis of existing LDP policy have all been published
on the dedicated website at www.aberdeenshire.gov/ldp. A list of these supporting
documents is provided at appendix 1 to this report. Paper copies are available on
request from the Planning Service Policy Team.
1.14 Planning Officers have produced this Main Issues Report to encourage discussion of
what might need to change in the LDP2012 and promote engagement and debate on
relevant and current planning issues within Aberdeenshire. It has not been approved
by any Committee of Aberdeenshire Council to ensure that Councillors are free to
consider the representations received without already having decided on a “preferred”
option. In coming to the views expressed in this document, and the recommendations
subsequently made we (the officers), have been influenced by a wide range of national
and regional strategies. Principal among these has been: the Strategic Development
Plan; Scottish Planning Policy and its draft revision; the National Planning Framework
and its draft revision; the River Basin Management Plan for the Scottish River Basin
District (and the North East Scotland Area Management Plan); the NESTRANS
Regional Transport Strategy and its 2013 refresh; the Aberdeenshire Local Transport
Strategy; and the Aberdeenshire Local Housing Strategy. We have also worked closely
with our colleagues in Aberdeen City Council to ensure compatibility of the two
authorities future LDPs. Individual topics explored in the course of the development of
the Main Issues Report are referenced in the supporting documentation.
1.15 We have reviewed the existing plan in the light of the consultation draft of the new
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP2013), published on 30 April 2013. We are aware that
this document will be subject to changes but it would be misleading to base
consultation on the Local Development Plan on an outdated version of Scottish
Planning Policy. SPP2013 represents a clear representation of Ministers views as to
what the objectives for the planning system should be for the period covered by the
next Local Development Plan and the nature of the policies that we are expected to
uphold, even if there are changes as a result of their consultation process. We are
confident that we will be able to reflect the contents of the final SPP in the Proposed
Local Development Plan in 2014.

1.16 In our approach to developing the new plan we have taken the view that much of the
existing Local Development Plan remains appropriate and sufficient for the next 10
years. In the Main Issues Report we highlight those areas where, through analysis and
discussion with stakeholders, we can identify change to the current plan may be
required. We would expect most of the existing plan (LDP2012) to find its way into
LDP2016, but the main purpose of the Main Issues Report is to confirm what might
need to change, and the nature of that change.
1.17 The Main Issues Report consists of 6 sections:
•

In the section “What might need to change in the Local Development Plan” we
highlight key findings from the analysis contained in the monitoring report.

•

In the section Objectives of the plan we consider whether the existing LDP2012
Objectives remain sound, or require to be augmented. The Local Development
Plan objectives are based on those of the proposed Strategic Development Plan
and so while we may wish to consider enhancing the objectives, it would be difficult
to remove or replace them. We have suggested that objectives relating to climate
change may need to be reviewed, and that the concept of “green networks” might
need to be considered

•

In the section Policy Options we discuss key changes to those policies which we
believe require to be augmented or significantly modified. We also make reference
to minor changes that we think could be implemented to other policies of the plan
to bring them up to date and keep them relevant.

•

In the section Settlement strategy and land supply we consider the scale of land
allocations made for development in LDP2012 in the light of the Aberdeen City and
Shire Strategic Development Plan, and whether there is a need to introduce
additional land supply for development, and where this might be.

•

In the section What Sites Should Be Considered For Development? we set out
options for new allocations of land in the six areas of Aberdeenshire, in accord with
the settlement strategy options discussed earlier. In addition we highlight particular
land allocation issues which may have impacts across more than one settlement.

•

Finally in the section How Will We Take The Plan Forward? we set out the steps
that we will be taking to assess submissions made to us on the Main Issues
Report, and how your views will be considered by Aberdeenshire Council in
developing the Local Development Plan 2016.

1.18 We believe that much of the LDP2012 remains sound and fit for purpose. That plan
was subjected to significant independent scrutiny by Reporters, appointed by Scottish
Ministers to conduct an Examination of the proposed Local Development Plan in 2011.
The Scottish Government advises that at Examination of the proposed plan, the
Reporter should generally not recommend modifications to parts of the plan that have
been examined in previous examinations, or rolled forward from previous plans, unless
circumstances have clearly changed. Within the MIR we highlight those areas where
we think that circumstances have, in fact, changed and revision of the plan is
necessary. However, it is open to anyone to challenge our assessment in this matter,
and to put forward a case that circumstances have changed to such an extent that the
existing policy approach, or land allocation, now needs to change. Within this context
comment are invited on any part of the current plan and its supplementary guidance.
1.19 Any comments you may wish to make on the Main Issues Report, or indeed any aspect
of the proposed Local Development Plan 2016 should be sent by 1 February 2014 to:
Policy Team
Plannning and Building Control
Infrastructure Service

Aberdeenshire Council
Woodhill House
Westburn Road
Aberdeen AB165GB
Or e-mailed to
LDP @aberdeenshire.gov.uk
Using the form at :
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans_policies/MIR2016responseform.pdf
Or completed using the online form at
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans_policies/MainIssuesReport.asp
1.20 Section 7. “How Will We Take the Plan Forward?” contains further details on the
steps that we will be taking to assess submissions made to us on the Main Issues
Report, and how your views will be considered by Aberdeenshire Council in developing
the Local Development Plan 2016.

2.

What might need to change in the Local Development Plan?

2.1

The Monitoring Report sets out the components of change in the principal physical,
economic, social and environmental characteristics of the area, and the impact of the
policies and proposals of the existing plan LDP 2012. From this document
conclusions can be reached regarding whether the objectives and aims of LDP2012
are being realised, and where key change may result in the need for modification of
that plan.

2.2

In terms of the physical characteristics of Aberdeenshire the monitoring report
highlights protection afforded to the agricultural land resource and other physical
assets. It notes that the development plan currently protects, enhances and where
appropriate uses these assets and promotes the improvement of infrastructure where
this is necessary to support development.

2.3

It notes that the four key economic sectors are agriculture, energy, fishing and food
and drink, and that the area continues to demonstrate considerable economic
prosperity with low unemployment, household income levels above the Scottish
average, and sustained growth in the number of business start ups. It concludes that
no further actions are required to provide land for employment growth. However,
some pockets of deprivation are also evident. The Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD) is the Scottish Government’s official tool for identifying small
areas of deprivation across Scotland. This identifies areas in where key indicators
relating to income, employment, health, education, housing, access to services and
crime... Deprivation tends to be concentrated in Banff and Buchan and Buchan, primarily
in parts of Fraserburgh and Peterhead. The current plan supports both higher levels of
affordable housing and dedicated economic development measures in disadvantaged
areas.

2.4

Aberdeenshire’s economic buoyancy is reflected in the highest population growth in
Scotland fuelled to a large extent by in-migration. Common to all of Scotland,
Aberdeenshire has an ageing population, with a steep increase forecast in the
proportion of the over 65 population in the next 15 years. Despite economic
prosperity, and evident demand, housing completions have fallen by over 30% in the
period 2008-2012. The deficit between the levels of housing need, the availability of
housing for the professional and the skilled “talent” required to continue economic
growth, and the nature of new housing being built is a significant problem that may
require revision of the approach that the Local Development Plan takes towards new
development.

2.5 The Monitoring Report comments on the diverse nature of Aberdeenshire’s
environment, and its very high quality as evidenced by both national and international
designations. Issues are highlighted regarding CO2 emissions and properties at risk
from flooding. Issues of resilience of new development to the extremes caused by
climate change and the need to assist in the transformation to a low carbon economy
are significant issues that may require greater prominence to be given to this topic in
the next Local Development Plan.
2.6

The monitoring report considered indicators identified to measure the progress of the
plan in contributing to achieving its vision and aims. The Local Development Plan
cannot take sole credit for any successes or failures and it is difficult to observe any
direct impact of the plan on these high level objectives within only a year of the plan
being fully operational. However the economy continues to grow and diversify,
sufficient land continues to be made available to meet general development needs,
there has been no significant damage to significant assets and resources, and
densities of development have been maintained so as to promote an efficient
transport system (even if aspirations to increase development densities still require to
be realised). However, targets associated with sustainable development and climate
change are not being met and those associated with creating sustainable mixed

communities with the highest standards of design remain have not yet been in place
long enough to measure their impact.
2.7

Finally the monitoring report also analysed the use of 19 key policies within the plan
to assist in identifying whether change was likely to be necessary. Only analysis of
Policy 3 and SG Rural Development 1: “Housing and business development in the
countryside” raised issues that may warrant review of the policy. Policies in the plan
have generally been supported by Reporters at appeal and can therefore be
considered to be effective in delivering their aims and objectives.

2.8

Detailed analysis of the context and content of the existing policies and
supplementary guidance has been undertaken. A summary of this analysis has
been published as Position Paper 10 “Policy Review” and the conclusions of this
are presented in Table 1. In this table reference is made to whether a change is
required to increase the clarity of the policy, whether the substance of the policy
should remain unchanged but a change to a threshold (such as a date or distance)
should be reviewed, or whether such substantive changes are required that it is
clearly a matter for debate as a “main issue”. This analysis has concluded that
while improvements can be made to many of the policies of the plan, through
minor re-wording or the introduction of additional text to the supporting statements,
key changes are only required in a limited number of policy areas. While comment
is welcomed on any of the minor changes proposed to the policies and
supplementary guidance the key changes to the current plan are articulated within
the section “Policy options”
Table 1 Review of Policies in the Local Development Plan
Policy
Policy 1 Business
development

Change
Clarity

SG BUS 1 Development of
business land

Clarity

SG BUS 2 Office
development
SG BUS 3 Working from
home

Main Issue
Clarity

SG BUS 4 Tourist
facilities and
accommodation

Threshold

Policy 2 Town centres and
retailing
SG Retail 1 Town Centres

Main Issue

SG Retail 2 Retail
development in the
countryside

Clarity

Main Issue

Comments
Remove reference to Simplified Planning
Zones, Provide link to SG Bus 5
Development in the Energetica Framework
Area
Provide clarity that the policy applies to both
BUS allocations and EMP allocations but not
to strategic reserve land. Change title to
reflect both business and employment land.
Introduction of a sequential approach for
class 4 office uses to support town centres.
Alteration is recommended for criteria 2, to
allow for minor change to the house.
Criteria 3 should be deleted as any home
extension would be assessed using SG
LSD2 and SG LSD3 and is a duplication of
criteria 2.
Removal of the restriction to require an
accessible location for rural tourist facilities.
Provide clarity on the difference between a
tourist attraction and tourist accommodation
and the implications of this for cumulative
impacts.
Introduction of a sequential approach for
class 4 office uses to support town centres.
Introduction of a sequential approach for
class 4 office uses to support town centres.
Minor changes to the supporting text to
emphasise the desirability of developments
to be both accessible and related to tourist
sites.

Policy 3 Development in
the countryside
SG RD1 Housing &
business

No Change

SG RD2 Wind farms

Main Issue

SG RD3 Other renewables

Main Issue

SG RD4 Minerals

Clarity

Policy 4 Special rural land

Clarity

SG STRL 1 Coastal zone
SG STRL 2 Greenbelt

Threshold
Threshold

Policy 5 Housing land

Clarity,
Thresholds

SG Hou1 Housing land
allocations 2007-16

Thresholds

SG Hou 2 Housing land
allocations to 2023

Clarity,
Thresholds

Policy 6 Affordable housing

Main Issue

SG AH 1 Affordable
housing

Threshold

Policy 7 Other Housing
needs
SG SNH1 Development for
particular needs

No Change

SG SNH 2 Residential
caravans

Clarity

Main Issue

Clarity

Among other minor issues there is a need to
consider the sustainability of the settlement
pattern and the impact on traditional
buildings being promoted by the current
Policy.
A spatial framework for wind turbines is
required. Wind energy may be more
appropriately considered in the context of a
“Climate change adaptation and mitigation”
policy.
Additional supplementary guidance on
biomass, energy from waste and large
photovoltaic arrays may need to be
developed.
Update references and emphasise the
benefits of reinstatement and use of transport
other than road haulage in the supporting
text.
Amend Policy 4 to emphasise STRL1 as the
principal means for considering development
in the coastal zone.
Review of coastal zone boundaries
Amendment to allow the replacement of
existing non-vernacular dwellings which
could contribute to the improvement of the
green belts character and setting/place.
The policy requires updated to reflect the
updated housing allowances for the period
2017-2021. Clarification should be provided
that Aberdeenshire Council aspires to a 7
year “capable of becoming effective” land
supply.
Redrafting to take into account updated
housing allowances for the period 20172021.
Re-wording and re-sequencing to clarify that
all proposals other than for housing on phase
2 sites will be refused. Redrafting to take into
account updated housing allowances for the
period 2017-2021.
Lack of certainty and failure of the policy to
achieve identified outcomes regarding
meeting all forms of housing need requires a
revision to the policy.
Clarification that affordable housing is only
required on sites of over 3 houses on the
basis of one affordable house for each 3
“market“ houses

Clarification in the supporting text that that
the “special needs” appropriate to the
application of this policy are associated with
the need to overcome physical and social
barriers within the environment
Clarification in the supporting text as to what
would constitute and economic need for a
caravan

SG SNH 3 Gypsies /
travellers

Policy 8 Layout siting and
design
SG LSD1 Masterplanning

Clarity

Clarification in the supporting text to promote
the bringing forward of transit sites by the
Gypsy Traveller community themselves and
on the process of transit site provision

Clarity

Reinforce requirement for compliance with
approved masterplans/ frameworks and
require masterplans / frameworks for
unallocated sites.
Revision of some of the language being used
within the policy to achieve greater clarity
Addition of requirement for biodiversity
enhancement.
Clarify that the policy applies to all other
ancillary developments for domestic use such
as garages and boundary treatment.
Minor modifications to clarify that it also
applies to ‘change of use’ applications.
Reduction in Public Open Space
requirements for flatted and small-scale
developments, removal of requirement for
Open space from minor windfall sites.
Move the safeguarding element of the policy,
which protects open space from further
development into a new supplementary
guidance statement under Policy 14.
Incorporation of access issues in design
statement.

SG LSD 2 Layout, siting
and design

Clarity

SG LSD 3 Extensions

Clarity

SG LSD 4 Infill
development
SG LSD 5 Open space

Clarity

SGLSD 6 Public Access

Clarity

SG LSD 7 Community
facilities
SG LSD 8 Flooding and
erosion

No Change

SG LSD 9 Hazardous
development

Threshold

SG LSD 10 Contaminated
land

Clarity

SG LSD 11 Carbon
neutrality

Main Issue

Policy 9 Developer
contributions
SG DevCon 1 Developer
contributions
SG DevCon 2 Access to
new development
SG DevCon 3 Water and
waste water drainage
infrastructure

Clarity

Threshold
and clarity

Main Issue

Clarity
Clarity
Clarity

Removal to a new policy on “Climate change
adaptation and mitigation”. Decrease in
levels of risk accepted for new development
Adoption in the policy of a precautionary
approach for when significant negative
impacts may arise but the nature of those
impacts are unclear due to lack of
information
Provide clarity on what constitutes pollution
of the water environment, to reference
‘special sites’, and highlight the need for
resubmission of a bid to the LDP if
remediation costs are unexpectedly high
Removal to a new policy on “Climate change
adaptation and mitigation”. Set a minimum
percentage level for low and non carbon
generating technology in partnership with
Aberdeen City
Minor changes to ensure consistency with
the supporting supplementary guidance
Introduce clarity in the policy and reasoned
justification to reflect actual ways of working.
Expansion of the policy to address access for
small and individual sites
Revision to take account of the most recent
technical advice and resolve anomies
associated with Drainage and development
impact assessments.

SG DevCon 4 Waste
management

Clarity

SG DevCon 5 Developer
contributions
Policy 10 Enabling
development

Clarity

SG Enable 1 Enabling
development
Policy 11 Natural heritage

No Change

SG NH1 Protection of
nature conservation sites
SG NE2 Wider biodiversity

Main Issue

Policy 12 Landscape

Clarity

SG Land 1 Landscape
character
SG Land 2 Valued views

No Change

Policy 13 Historic
environment

Clarity

SG HE1 Listed buildings

Clarity

SG HE2 Conservation
areas

Clarity

SG HE3 Historic gardens

Clarity

HE4 Archaeological sites

Clarity

Policy 14 Safeguarding
resources and areas of
search
SG Safe 1 Water
environment

No Change

SG Safe 2 Agricultural land

Clarity

SG Safe 3 Trees and
woodlands

Clarity

SG Safe 4 Transportation
facilities
SG Safe 5 Safeguarding
employment land

Clarity

Clarity

Main Issue

Clarity

Main Issue

Clarity

Clarity

Amendment to make reference to the ZWP
vision and objectives, and ‘all’ wastes. Waste
reduction and recycling/composting should
be preferred in the justification text.
Amendment to refer to the most recent
circular and reflect the methodologies used.
Clarity should be introduced to remove any
ambiguity related with the financial aspects of
enabling development.

Introduction of concept of “Green Networks”
into the plan, new SG on protected species
Introduction of new regime of Local Nature
Conservation sites
Add reference list of protected species and
habitats, and cross reference standards to be
used in ecological survey
Reference to Planning advice. Possible
inclusion of supplementary guidance on
Special Landscape Areas and / or valued
views

Consideration of removal, amendment or
replacement by Special Landscape Areas.
Definition of “Historic Environment” and
updated reference to the Historic
Environment Strategy
Introduction of cross reference to SG
Enabling development 1
Update statement on the programme for
review of conservation areas and include
greater reference to high quality design
Revise text of part 1 of the policy reflect
national guidance, cross reference to SG
Landscape 1 “Landscape Character”
Introduce reference to the Inventory of
Historic Battlefields in the reasoned
justification

Addition of a new criterion which requires
aquatic engineering works associated with a
development to be licensed under CAR
Update references and cross reference to
other policies
Multiple changes to the supporting text to
add clarity and reflect best practice in tree
and woodland replacement
Add an additional criterion to include
“operational areas of ports and harbours
Change title to reflect both business and
employment land. Divide the supplementary
guidance into two parts relating to Schedule
2 sites and other employment land. Add at
end of the first paragraph of the policy (Part
A) when development on strategic reserve
land would be supported.

SG Safe 6 Oil and gas sites
SG Safe 7 Areas of searchminerals

Clarity
Clarity

SG Safe 8 Areas of searchwaste

Clarity

Delete policy as unnecessary
Recognition that small scale development
could be accepted in areas of search for
sand and gravel, and on the definition of
“outcrops” of hard minerals
Amended supporting text to cover all waste,
align more closely with the waste hierarchy
and the proximity principles, clarify ‘need’ for
waste management facilities and how buffer
zones should be considered

Question 1
Do you have any comments you would wish to make on the policies that we
suggest leaving largely unchanged in the next Local Development Plan?

3.

What should the objectives of the Local Development Plan be?

3.1

Building on the vision and aims of the proposed strategic development plan the
Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012 has 6 aims:

3.2

a.

Grow and Diversify the economy;

b.

To take on the challenges of sustainable development and climate change;

c.

To make sure the area has enough development land to provide for people,
homes and jobs to support services and facilities;

d.

To protect and improve assets and resources;

e.

To promote sustainable mixed communities with the highest standards of
design; and

f.

To make efficient use of the transport system

The Monitoring Report has demonstrated that implementation of the plan has
assisted in achieving the aims relating to growth of the economy, provision of
development land, protection of assets and resources and efficient transport.
However, the targets associated with sustainable development and climate change
are not being met, and those associated with creating sustainable mixed communities
with the highest standards of design remain unproven.
Main Issue 1 – a new policy group for climate change issues

3.3

As can be seen from the Position Paper 1 “Climate change”, which has been
prepared to explore this topic, the challenges of climate change remain as important
for the LDP2016 as they are for LDP2012. It is still a valid aim of the Local
Development Plan to take on the challenges of sustainable development and climate
change, through the policies applied to new development and the land allocations in
the plan. The plan already has a clear climate change objective, and if issues of
mitigation and adaptation are not currently being fully addressed it is difficult to see
how a revision to the objective will achieve this. We believe that more direct action is
required, and at a level that has direct applicability to development management
decisions.
Preferred option

3.4

In order to emphasise and stress the importance of this aim of the plan and set out a
clear, comprehensive and coherent approach as to how it will be achieved, the
preferred option would be to introduce a new policy (Policy 15) into the plan as
follows:

Policy 15 Climate Change
Aberdeenshire Council recognises the serious implications of climate change and the
responsibility that it has to assist in reducing the causes and adapting to the impacts of climate
change. Aberdeenshire Council will support and promote development forms and patterns that
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and/or specifically address the likely impacts of climate
change, where such development is compatible with the other policies of this plan.
The way we will do this is set out in the following supplementary guidance:
SG Climate Change 1 Wind energy [This removes “SG Rural development 2 Wind farms and
medium to large wind turbines” from the “Policy 3 Development in the countryside” policy to
relocate it under this policy] [See also Main Issue 5]
SG Climate Change 2 Other renewable energy developments [This removes “SG Rural
development 3 Other renewable energy developments” from the “Policy 3 Development in the
countryside” policy to relocate it under this policy] [See also Main Issue 6]
SG Climate Change 3 Flooding and Erosion [This removes “SG LSD8 Flooding and erosion”
from the “Policy 8 Layout siting and design of new development” policy to relocate it under this
policy] [See also Main Issue 5] [see main issue 8]
SG Climate Change 4 Carbon Neutrality in new development [This removes “SG LSD11
Carbon neutrality in new developments” from the “Policy 8 Layout siting and design of new
development” policy to relocate it under this policy] [see main issue 9]
All new buildings are required to achieve a “Gold” sustainability label in 2016 and a “Platinum”
label in 2020. All new buildings are also required to achieve 20% of the Building Standards
mandatory CO2 reduction targets through the installation and operation of low and zero-carbon
generating technologies. This proportion will rise to 25% in 2020, and 30% in 2026.
SG Climate Change 5 Water Efficiency in New Developments [Standards for water efficiency
are set out in Position Paper 1 “Climate Change”].

Reasonable alternative options
3.5

The alternative is to accept that there is no need to strengthen the existing aim, and
to make no addition to the policies. No change would be made to the supplementary
guidance.

3.6

A further alternative would be to expand the terms of this policy to include a much
wider range of issues associated with climate change, including restoring the water
environment, sustainable design, sustainable travel and carbon storage. However, we
do not feel that this is appropriate as “taking on the challenges of sustainable
development and climate change” is an aim of the plan and a requirement of all
policies. We take the view that only policies which largely and directly relate to
mitigation or adaptation should be included in the policy. The fact that other policy
topics have climate change implications does not necessarily require them to be
supplementary guidance under a climate change policy, although they may be
referenced in the justification text of the policy. Likewise questions associated with
creating sustainable travel patterns are inherent in the settlement strategy promoted
by the proposed Strategic Development Plan and are unlikely to require a specific
policy.

Question 2
Is it appropriate to have a high level policy on climate change and group
together policies on this subject in the way outlined above?

Main issue 2- Green networks
3.7

The concept of “green networks” is increasingly seen as important as critical
environmental infrastructure that contributes to biodiversity and quality of life
objectives. Position Paper 2 “Green Networks” explores this issue. Draft SPP Scottish
Planning Policy (2013) (SPP2013) defines green networks as “connected areas of
green infrastructure and open space that together form an integrated and multifunctional network”. Scottish Natural Heritage identifies green networks as “a broad
term which usually refers to a set of connected areas of green space and habitats
such as parks, paths and woodlands within an urban or suburban region which
provide a range of social, ecological and economic benefits such as increasing the
quality of life within an area, and creating sustainable communities”.

3.8

SPP2013 requires the planning system to “protect and enhance green infrastructure,
including open space and green networks, to provide multiple benefits;” “prevent
fragmentation” and “promote easy and safe access to green infrastructure. The
Proposed Strategic Development Plan does not provide a definition of green
networks, but identifies the need for LDPs to take account of green networks in
identifying land for development. Specifically, the SDP requires the LDP to:
•

Improve and enhance existing strategic walking and cycling networks in a way
which creates opportunities for improvements to the natural environment by
linking habitats and species in green networks.

•

Increase tree cover (and its role in the wider green network)

•

Create accessible green networks in major settlements in order to achieve a
high quality environment.

3.9

These definitions demonstrate that green networks span a host of policy topics and
the approach of having a single “green networks” policy is unlikely to be appropriate
due to its impacts on a range of policy topics, including Policy 8 Layout siting and
design (especially public open space and public access) and Policy 11 Natural
heritage (particularly protection of wider biodiversity).

3.10

In order to conform to the Proposed Strategic Development Plan and SPP2013 a
policy approach to green networks will be required. Two potential approaches are
promoted for consideration:

3.11

Preferred option
An additional aim should be introduced into the plan as follows to highlight the
importance of green networks:
aim g. To promote the creation of green networks within and between settlements.
Connected areas of green space and habitats such as parks, paths and woodlands within
and on the edge of our villages and towns can provide a range of social, ecological and
economic benefits. Implementation of our open space, design, and infrastructure policies will
be used to create and enhance green networks across the region

3.12

In addition minor changes would be introduced to the supporting text of the following
policies to emphasise the role that they can make to the creation and enhancement of
green networks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SG LSD1: Masterplanning
SG LSD5: Public Open Space
SG LSD6: Public Access
SG Developer Contributions3: Water and waste water drainage infrastructure
SG Natural Environment2: Protection of the wider biodiversity and geodiversity
SG Safeguarding1: Protection and conservation of the water environment
SG Safeguarding3: Protection and conservation of trees and woodland

Reasonable alternative option
3.13

As green networks are effectively accommodated for by existing policies in the plan it
could be reasonable not to introduce a new objective into the plan while at the same
time giving this topic greater emphasis through changes to the supporting text of the
supplementary guidance.

Question 3
Is it appropriate to have the creation of green networks as one of the principle
aims of the plan?

4. Policy Options
4.1.1 In section 2 of this document we discuss the examination that has taken place of the
context of the Local Development Plan, and makes reference through Table 1 to the
policy areas where we consider that substantial and meaningful change may be
required. However, the point made in section 1.8 is reiterated here; that it is open to
anyone to challenge our assessments and make an argument that circumstances have
changed to such an extent that the existing policy approach requires to change.
4.1.2 Our own analysis has identified that there are 9 topic areas where we think that
substantial change is necessary. For each topic area detailed analysis and “position
papers”
have
been
produced
and
published
separately
(see
www.Aberdeenshire.gov.uk/ldp) and so it is not necessary to articulate in full the
reasons and thinking behind the policy modifications here. For each topic a brief
summary of the issues that we have identified is provided, followed by the preferred
option for change and reasonable alternatives

4.2

•

Main issue 3 Supporting town centres

•

Main Issue 4 Rural Development

•

Main Issue 5 Wind energy

•

Main Issue 6 Other renewable energy developments

•

Main issue 7 Housing for people on modest incomes

•

Main Issue 8 Flooding and Erosion

•

Main Issue 9 Carbon neutrality in new developments

•

Main issue 10 Sites of local nature conservation interest

•

Main Issue 11 Valued views and locally valued landscapes

Main Issue 3 – Supporting town centres

4.2.1 Position paper 3 “Town centre development” notes that while town centres are
recognised nationally as key economic and social hubs, limited retail growth, and
competition from off-centre supermarkets and internet shopping are all having an
impact on the viability and vitality of our town centres. While the planning system cannot
resolve many of the factors that are operating to have a negative impact on the health
of our town centres, measures can be taken to reinforce their vitality. Planning Policy
exists to require retail and commercial developments to adopt a “town centre first”
approach to site selection. This encourages the mutual benefits of retail co-location
through taking advantage of “footfall” on town centre streets; the number of people on
the street and looking to spend money and intent on comparing the goods in one shop
against another, or engaging in “impulse” (discretionary) spending.
4.2.2 There are a range of physical matters that can be undertaken in specific centres to
make them more attractive for shoppers but the planning system can also make a
contribution through requiring additional high footfall generating uses to locate to town
centres. Specifically it may be appropriate to require office developments (Class 4
Offices under The Use Class (Scotland) Order 1997) also to adopt a sequential
approach. Class 2 uses (Financial Professional; and other services) are currently
treated as “shops” by the existing policy.

Preferred approach
4.2.3 Modify Supplementary Guidance Bus 2 Office development as follows:
SG Bus 2 Office development
1)

They are on a site within a town centre defined on the proposals map that would not
adversely impact on availability of prime retail floor space, OR

2)

Where it can be demonstrate that there are no sites within the town centre that can
accommodate broadly the same scale and format of development proposed by the
developer, it is located on land allocated for employment use; or uses existing despoiled
derelict, unused or underused land or buildings; AND

3)

The applicant demonstrates that the development would be adequately accessible by
public transport where available, by walking or other non-motorised means of travel, or
would deliver improvements to public transport services in scale with the development

Reasonable Alternative option
4.2.4 Retain the policy unchanged due to the limited success that such a policy change would
have in supporting town centres, and the possible impacts on business viability.

Question 4
Would requiring office developments to locate in town centres unless they can
demonstrate that there are no town centre sites available make a worthwhile
contribution to the vibrancy of town centres?
4.3

Main Issue 4. Rural development

4.3.1 Rural Development remains a key policy area for Aberdeenshire. Fundamental changes
were introduced to the Local Development Plan 2012. The policy review and position
paper accompanying this topic explain in detail the issues that may still need to be
resolved with the policy, including a range of minor changes to remove ambiguity
regarding how the policy should be interpreted and applied. As a result, there are a
number of areas which may require amendment, not to significantly change the
approach but to provide greater clarity in what the intention of the policy is and how it
should be applied.
4.3.2 While in themselves these changes do not constitute a “main issue” the scale of the
change promoted overall, and the importance of this policy within Aberdeenshire have
led to its inclusion here. A total of 9 issues have been considered in the Position Paper
4 “Rural Development”
4.3.3 Whether it is entirely appropriate to allow any rural building to be replaced by a house,
or whether this should be restricted to only houses and disused buildings?
•

Whether the policy could lead to an unacceptable loss of traditional style buildings?

•

Whether replacement buildings should always be on the same site?

•

Whether the scale of growth allowed for rural settlements and housing clusters is
sustainable or excessive?

•

Whether some additional settlements should be included in the list of identified
settlements appropriate for limited organic growth?

•

Whether the restrictions on the scale of growth imposed on rural business is
appropriate?

•

Whether the policy for development in the coastal zone (SG STRL type1 Coastal
Zone) should overlap with other rural development policies?

•

Whether the policy on rural development would be made clearer by separating
policies for the rural housing market area from the Aberdeen housing market area?

•

Whether the policy should include a statement on housing developments associated
with new tree planting proposals as advocated by draft Scottish Planning Policy
2013?

Preferred approach
4.3.3

The preferred approach is to provide clarity by dividing the policy into two parts to create
a group of supplementary planning guidance statements which removes the policy 4
Special types of rural land and substantially incorporates its text into Policy 3
Development in the countryside. This would result in the following supplementary
guidance being associated with Policy 3:
•

SG Rural Development 1 Development in the Green Belt

•

SG Rural Development 2 Development in the Coastal Zone

•

SG Rural development 3 Housing and Business development elsewhere in the
Aberdeen Housing Market area

•

SG Rural development 4 Housing and Business development elsewhere in the
Rural Housing Market Area.

•

SG Rural Development 5 : Minerals

As noted at paragraph 3.4, policies on renewable energy previously in this section would
be removed to a new “Climate change adaptation and mitigation” policy group. As
detailed in the policy review papers minor changes are promoted for the content of the
new SG Rural Development 1, 2, and 5.
4.3.4

A new SG Rural development 3 would read:
SG Rural development 3 Housing and business development in the Aberdeen Housing Market
Area
In the countryside outwith the Aberdeen City green belt and coastal zone, we will approve new
small scale development subject to other policies, where:
1)

it is for a development that would be permissible under the greenbelt supplementary
guidance; OR

2)

it is for the refurbishment or replacement, on the same site, of an existing dwelling or
disused building, or it is on a site which has previously been developed and is now
redundant. Where development relates to a building with vernacular architectural merit
then physical replacement will only be supported in exceptional circumstances. In such
cases retention, redevelopment and re-modelling should be undertaken, include
retaining a traditional building for active non-residential uses; OR

3)

it is for development that contributes to the organic growth of a settlement identified in
appendix 1, of no more than 3 houses on a site within approximately 400m of the edge
of the built up area; OR

4)

it is for a single dwelling house associated with the retirement succession of a viable
farm holding.

Within all cases above, the siting and design of the development will be a primary consideration.

4.3.5

A review has taken place of settlements where a “need” can be identified which justifies
their inclusion in the list of settlements associated with paragraph 3 of the above policy.
This has been done to ensure that the most up to date information is used to inform the
planning process. This list is published as an appendix to Position Paper 4 “Rural
Development”

4.3.6

A new SG Rural development 4 would read:
SG Rural Development 4 Housing and Business Development in the Rural Housing Market Area
In the Rural Housing Market Area and outwith the coastal zone only, we will approve new smallscale development, subject to other policies, where:
1)

it is for a development that would be permissible under the green belt supplementary
guidance OR

2)

it is for development that would be permissible under SG Rural development 3
Housing and business development in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area OR

3)

it is a small scale employment proposal

Within all cases above, the siting and design of the development will be a primary consideration.
The retention and refurbishment of vernacular buildings and the re-use of brownfield sites will
always be preferred, and the character of vernacular buildings should be retained in all cases.

4.3.7

This reflects the view that the “cohesive group” policy is not achieving intended aim of
creating more socially sustainable communities. Focusing rural development in and
around existing small villages and settlements promotes a pattern of development that
reduces the need to travel and can encourage active travel or travel by public transport.
Retaining the policy as it currently stands has the potential in the long term to result in
sporadic rural clusters resulting in high car dependency. This could further impact on
local services, which does not provide a long term sustainable approach to rural
development. As explored in the position paper, focusing development in and around
specified small rural villages, groups and settlements (some of which are comparable in
size to a cohesive group) provides a more sustainable model of rural development
which is also promoted by the Strategic Development Plan. Part A3 of SG RD1 currently
allows organic growth to over seventy small villages within the Rural Housing Market
Area (RHMA) (many of which are not identified settlements within the LDP) which
already provides significant opportunities for housing in the countryside.
Reasonable alternative option

4.3.8

An alternative option to the removal of the cohesive groups element of the policy would
be to review the policy and consider an increase in the size of the “cohesive group” to
which the policy applies. This could include an absolute cap on the number of houses
that should be permitted to be built to only 3 within the plan period. Specific exclusion of
“settlements” as cohesive groups should also be implemented. This would encourage
the location of new development to meet sustainability objectives but avoid over
development and suburbanisation of the countryside.

4.3.9

An additional policy criterion could be included to both SG Rural Development 3 and 4
to permit new housing development associated with significant mitigating woodland
planting. While the benefits for carbon sequestration from such a policy are self evident
in Aberdeenshire there may be issues regarding loss of productive farmland and the
definition of “significant” that should be used to have real impacts of the carbon
neutrality of otherwise unsustainable development. This criterion may require to be
introduced into the revised SD Rural Development 4 should SPP 2013 continue to
support it as an approach.

Question 5
Are the changes being suggested for the “housing in the countryside” policy
appropriate (providing further clarity on when a building can be redeveloped
and removing the “cohesive group” policy with greater emphasis on organic
growth) or should an alternative approach be adopted?
4.4

Main issue 5- Wind energy

4.4.1

The development of the wind energy industry in Aberdeenshire has been a very
contentious subject with very significant numbers of planning applications being lodged
for wind turbines. Concerns have been voiced from objectors that the landscape is
becoming “full up” with these large obtrusive structures. Across Aberdeenshire, and
unlike many other parts of Scotland, wind turbine applications have most commonly
been for modest sized single or small groups of 2 or 3 turbines rather than for the “wind
farms” seen in other parts of Scotland.

4.4.2

It has also been suggested that the large number of wind turbines that have come
forward in Aberdeenshire is due to the Council operating a particularly relaxed policy to
such development. However, the policy review undertaken demonstrates that the
approach adopted is consistent with national advice. Research undertaken by the
James Hutton Institute has confirmed that it is the entrepreneurial nature of
Aberdeenshire farmers, and the fact that we live in a comparatively well serviced and
windy place that has led to Aberdeenshire being at the forefront in the growth in
numbers of small and medium sized wind turbines.

4.4.3

National policy requires that the policy approach adopted by the Council is supported by
a spatial framework for wind farms of over 20 megawatts generating capacity. Draft
SPP 2013 proposes that the spatial framework for wind turbines is extended to turbines
of all sizes, and provides a revised methodology for the identification of:

4.4.4

•

areas where wind farms would not be acceptable;

•

areas where significant protection is required,

•

areas where planning constraints are less significant, where opportunities for wind
farm development can be realised through good design or mitigation; and

•

areas where wind farm proposals are likely to be supported subject to detailed
consideration against identified policy criteria.

Using the methodology promoted by draft SPP 2013 analysis has been undertaken and
Position Paper 5 “Renewable Energy” has proposed a revised spatial framework for
wind turbines based on these four criteria. This revised framework represents a “Main
Issue” for the Local Development Plan.
Preferred approach

4.4.5

The preferred approach is to adopt the following figure as the spatial framework for wind
turbine development in Aberdeenshire.

Key
Areas of significant protection
Areas where planning constraints are less significant
Areas where turbines are likely to be supported

Figure 3 Spatial Framework for wind energy development (Detailed maps are included in
Position Paper 5 “Renewable Energy”

4.4.6 In addition it is proposed to modify the policy SG Rural Development 2 Wind farms and
medium to large wind turbines as follows:
SG Rural Development2: Wind turbines
We will approve wind energy development, subject to other policies, if it is located, sited, and
designed in accordance with the following criteria. The applicant must demonstrate that:
1)

The proposal is not for a turbine greater than 15m hub height in an area of “significant
protection” as shown in the Spatial Framework for Wind turbines appended to this
policy unless it can be demonstrated that any significant effects on the qualities for
which the area is identified can be substantially overcome by siting, design or
mitigation; AND

2)

the proposal will not compromise public health or safety; AND

3)

i) the safety of UK aerodromes, local airfields, aircraft and airspace is not adversely
affected (including radar or air traffic control systems of National Air Traffic Services
(NATS)
ii) it does not significantly impede or compromise the safe and effective use of any
defence assets (including radar or air traffic control systems of the Ministry of
Defence).
iii) it does not adversely affect the quality of radio, TV reception or other
telecommunications
iv) it does not have a detrimental impact on the safeguarding zones for airports,
airfields or airstrips (either licensed or unlicensed), aircraft flight paths, or MoD lowflying areas; AND

4)

the proposal will not have a significant adverse effect on the amenity of dwelling
houses; AND

5)

the proposal will not have a significant adverse effect on tourism or recreation interests,
including users of any Core Path or other established public access for walking, cycling
or horse riding; AND

6)

the siting of the proposal has taken into consideration the cumulative impacts of
neighbouring wind turbines, wind farm development previously granted consent and
valid applications which have not been determined. At least, these cumulative impacts
should include potential impacts on landscape, local amenity, and natural heritage;
AND

7)

In all cases the proposal accords with the layout, siting and design of wind turbines
detailed in the report Strategic Landscape Capacity Assessment for Wind Energy 2013
produced by Scottish Natural Heritage

In all cases, if consent is granted, we will impose appropriate conditions (along with a legal
agreement under Section 75, where necessary), relating to the removal of the turbine(s) and
associated equipment, and to the restoration of the site, whenever the consent expires or the
project ceases to operate for a specific period.

Reasonable Alternatives
4.4.7 The majority of the criteria which define whether an area requires “significant protection”
are matters of fact and geography (whether they are subject to national or international
designations, or are within a set distance from cities, towns and villages). However the
suggestion is that “significant protection” extends to areas where the cumulative impact of
existing and consented wind farms limits further development, including areas where
landscape capacity or similar studies indicate that carrying capacity for wind farms has
been reached and further wind farms would have detrimental impact. Draft SPP clarifies
that ‘further wind farms are not expected to be appropriate in these areas unless
decommissioning, repowering and/or redesign restores capacity to these areas’.

4.4.8 While the preferred option is supported by a robust and professional landscape capacity
study perceptions on “capacity” will vary and we can anticipate reasonable redefinitions
of the areas where there is no capacity, which would then impact on the application of the
policy. Likewise it may be appropriate to identify additional areas where there are
currently no wind turbines, and where the carrying capacity is effectively zero. Likewise
the definition of a “village” is open to interpretation and arguments could be made that the
area of significant protection should be extended around additional “villages”.
4.4.9

It may also be reasonable to suggest that in areas of significant protection that protection
should extend to an effective presumption against larger wind turbines, rather than just
requiring the mitigation of impacts through siting and design. This would provide clarity
for the development industry and comfort for residents in these areas.

Question 6
Does the spatial framework for wind turbines accurately reflect the level of
constraint found across Aberdeenshire and does the amended local
development plan policy provide an appropriate context for making decisions on
wind turbine applications.
4.5

Main Issue 6 Other renewable energy developments

4.5.1

The existing policy on “other renewable energy developments” is very general and does
not specifically address the issues that may emerge from renewable energy technologies
such as very large scale photovoltaic solar panel installations and biomass district
heating schemes. Opportunities to exploit existing waste heat sources can be identified in
the settlement statements, and the requirements to deliver energy generation as integral
parts of policies 8 and SG Layout, Siting and Design 2 encourages the development
industry to think creatively about district heating schemes.

4.5.2

In terms of large photovoltaic installations issues that may be of concern in assessing
planning applications are likely to be:
•

landscape and visual impact, including any cumulative impacts;

•

impacts on ecology; impacts on archaeology ;

•

glint and glare issues; and

•

potential impacts on aviation interests.

Of these topics only glint and glare issues, cumulative impacts and potential impacts on
aviation interests are not currently specifically addressed by policies in the plan.
4.5.3

For wood biomass facilities the main planning considerations are likely to be the location
of the fuel source and the design of plant and machinery, including;
•

chimney height,

•

provision for storage,

•

vehicular access and vehicular movements,

•

air quality,

•

noise,

•

odour,

•

boundary treatments; and

•

lighting

However, current national policy on biomass states that biomass should be generally be
employed as a fuel source in heat only, or combined heat and power, energy
installations, off-gas grid, and at a scale appropriate to make best use of both the
available heat and local supply. These issues are not addressed within existing policies
so changes may therefore be necessary.
4.5.4

Energy from waste developments are identified by the Scottish Government as a matter
on which the Strategic Development Authority is required to provide strategic guidance
is on opportunities within the areas. The Strategic Development Plan confirms that such
facilities should be “as close as possible to the source of the waste, with 75% (of all
waste treatment facilities) being within the strategic growth areas within or close to
Aberdeen City”. It confirms that the existing strategy of directing such development to
existing employment or mixed use proposals as appropriate. Thus, the approach to
energy from waste in the current plan remains robust and is addressed by existing
policies.
Preferred approach

4.5.5

The preferred approach is to make limited changes to the policy on “other renewable
energy developments”, including the addition of a criteria guarding against the
cumulative impact of large photovoltaic arrays. In the case of large photovoltaic arrays
the supporting text could also be expanded to reflect the need for consultation with
aviation interests and consideration of glint and glare issues. For biomass the text
should be modified to highlight the need for medium to large biomass installations to
supply energy to off gas-grid areas only, for such facilities to be fuelled from local
sustainably managed woodlands, and for this energy to take the form of heat, or
combined heat and power..
Reasonable alternative

4.5.6

It would be possible to develop specific and stand-alone policy on large photovoltaic
arrays, wood biomass facilities and energy from waste facilities to explore in depth the
issues that these forms of development create.

Question 7
Are new policies required to consider new and emerging renewable generating
technologies?
4.6

Main issue 7 Housing for people on modest incomes

4.6.1

In order to achieve the Council’s aim to create sustainable mixed communities, the LDP
requires developers to provide a suitable mix of houses tenures and types. Experience
has shown that the development industry has been more inclined to build large houses
than those that are likely to be affordable to those on a Scottish average income. While
there are clear linkages to the design policies of the plan, and the obligation of those
policies on developers to provide an appropriate mix of housing on any site, this could
be reinforced by a clear obligation to provide housing that is affordable to a range of
income levels on the site.

4.6.2

On average, household incomes across Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire are higher
than those for Scotland. During the past decade, rising earnings has been one of
several factors that have contributed to rising house prices, which in turn has
contributed to increasing housing affordability pressures for those in a less
advantageous position in the local labour market. The following figure illustrates the
variability of affordability pressures across Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire:

Figure 4 Affordability of mortgages across Aberdeenshire (Housing Needs and Demand
Assessment 2011)

4.6.3

While the Housing Needs and Demands Assessment clearly justifies a need to provide
affordable housing, and the Aberdeenshire Local Housing Strategy and LDP 2012 have
robust policies to deliver this, there is often a deficit in the funding available to deliver
affordable housing. Availability of housing that is affordable is such that there are some
sectors of the population who are caught in the position of being unable to afford the new
housing that is being built, but also being insufficiently “needy” to qualify for the limited
number of affordable homes provided for rent or through public subsidy by a Registered
Social Landlord or the Council (RSL). This “squeezed middle” have to revert to the
second hand market and rented sectors, leading to competition and price inflation.

4.6.4

The use of commuted sums (cash payments to allow Registered Social Landlords such
as the Council to purchase land and build affordable houses, or cross subsidise the
construction of social rented housing) has been popular for both the development
industry and RSL’s as a means of filling the gap left by a deficit of public funding.
However, such an approach accepts that housing needs in Aberdeenshire will never be
met and continues to fuel the growth in households in need as insufficient suitable
houses are built. The Scottish Government recognises that this should be an
“exceptional” means of achieving affordable housing delivery and we cannot depend on
cash payments to substitute for bricks and mortar.

4.6.5

Position Paper 6 “Housing for People on Modest Incomes” discusses the issue of
Housing for people on modest incomes in depth. It remains a priority of Aberdeenshire
Council to facilitate the construction of affordable housing on sites through public subsidy.
The position paper identifies that Supplementary Guidance LSD2 “Layout, siting and
design of new development” (and in particular part 2.d(i)) set out below requires

developers to demonstrate that their proposal considers “the balance of the development
(mixture of house types and other building types and land uses)”. Minor change to this
statement to introduce a requirement for consideration of a mixture of house sizes as well
as house types, and also a mixture of tenures, may be sufficient to redress the
imbalances currently observed in the housing market.
Preferred approach
4.6.6

Modification to Supplementary Guidance LSD2 “Layout, siting and design of new
development” section 2 d (i) should be undertaken as follows:
The applicant must have demonstrated an appropriate response to the creation of local
identity, including:
i) the balance of the development (mixture of house sizes, types and tenures
(including housing for people on modest incomes), and other building types and landuses); and....

4.6.7

This approach encourages the development industry to identify with common concerns
regarding the identity of the communities that we are creating, and seeks specific
contribution to the wider aim of both the proposed Strategic Development Plan and the
Local Development Plan to promote sustainable mixed communities with the highest
standards of design.
Reasonable Alternative

4.6.8

4.6.9

The alternative option would be to introduce a compulsion on the house- building industry
to provide a range of houses, including substantial numbers that are affordable to those
on limited incomes. Currently the Scottish Government requires a “benchmark” figure of
25% of the house plots on a site to be “affordable”, whether through public subsidy or not.
This national requirement could be used to compel developers to not only provide
housing which is affordable according to definitions provided in the Housing Needs and
Demands Assessment, but to make up the balance between what public authorities can
afford to deliver (currently around 12% of all house plots) and the expectation that 25% of
all plots will be affordable to people on modest incomes. A sequential approach to
housing for people on modest incomes could be developed that requires consideration of
the following routes for delivery of housing for people on modest incomes, and in the
following order:
•

Delivery of social rented affordable housing provided at an affordable rent and
usually managed locally by a Registered Social Landlord;

•

Delivery of housing for sale, sold at an affordable level as defined by the current
Housing Needs and Demand Assessment and with public subsidy;

•

Delivery of housing through a shared ownership or shared equity model co-funded
either by the developer or public bodies;

•

Provision of entry level housing for sale without public subsidy; or

•

Private rented accommodation available at rents guaranteed below market rent
levels.

Development of a policy of this nature could create challenges for the RSL sector and to
the Council in terms of the need to fund and maintain land banks (even though in many
cases the value of the land will be zero).

Question 8
Is it appropriate to deliver housing for people on modest incomes through
reference to the range of house sizes and tenures within developments, or is an
approach more closely tied to the national affordable housing benchmark
required?
4.7

Main Issue 8 Flooding and Erosion

4.7.1

Position Paper 7 “Flooding and erosion” explores whether a reviewed position on our
acceptance of flood risk for new development should be adopted. In the light of
predictions for climate change and the human misery and financial cost that can result
from major flood events the need for a precautionary approach to flood risk and erosion is
acute. This is supported by a duty placed on Local Authorities (and other stakeholders)
from the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009 to reduce overall flood risk. While
some flood events are as a result of poor building decisions in the past, or failure of flood
alleviation measures, the development plan must take responsibility for new
developments and ensure that flood risk is reduced and avoided. Currently the national
Flood Risk Management Plan advocates avoidance as the best means of flood defence

4.7.2

The current policy approach adopted by Aberdeenshire Council is based on the degree of
risk that can be anticipated, and defines a Flood Risk Framework for development that
constrains certain development if the risk of flooding is greater than 0.5% per annum (a 1
in 200 year risk). Given the severity of previous local flooding and landslip events, and
the climate change projections, a more precautionary approach, and greater emphasis on
reducing the future risk of flooding should be applied. This could be done by setting out
the circumstances when development would or would not be allowed on areas which may
be subject to flood risk.
Preferred approach

4.7.3

If it is accepted that today’s 1 in 400 year risks may be a 1 in 200 year risk within the
lifespan of the building, and that even the most robust flooding and erosion defences can
fail the following modifications to policy SF LSD8 “Flooding and erosion are proposed:
We will refuse any new development on land at risk from flooding, including on any functional
flood plain, or on land that may be required for long term managed retreat or that is at risk from
erosion, unless:
1) a hydrological, drainage impact and/or flood risk assessment or geomorphology assessment,
which includes an allowance for freeboard and climate change where appropriate, is provided
at the applicant’s expense, and demonstrates that the risk is neither medium nor high risk as
defined by Appendix 2; OR
2) it is for flood or erosion prevention measures; OR
3) it is development that is consistent with the flood storage function of flood plains or would
otherwise be unaffected by flooding; OR
4) it would be for essential infrastructure or otherwise inappropriate to locate it elsewhere; OR
5) it is within a built-up area and flood prevention or erosion measures to the appropriate standard
will exist at the time the development is occupied.
In these cases and if development is to be permitted on land at risk from flooding, Including land
currently protected by flood defence, then, subject to other policies, it must be designed:
a) to incorporate flood resilient design measures etc....,

4.7.4

In addition, in Appendix 2 to the policy the thresholds for “low to medium” and “medium to
high” risk areas should be modified to refer to 0.1 to 0.25 % (1:1000 - 1:400) and greater
than 0.25% (1:400) respectively.

Reasonable alternative
4.7.5

An alternative would be to retain the policy as it is and delay update until the content of
the Flood Risk Management Plans and the Strategic Flood Hazard maps being prepared
by the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency is known. These detailed maps could
then be used as the basis for decision making without the need for detailed Flood Risk
Assessment on sites where there is a concern that flooding may be an issue. This
approach is based on current information on flood avoidance but it does not set the
context on when the precautionary principle should be applied. Nor does it accommodate
errors in the assessment of flood risk that may only come to light when detailed and
specific flood risk assessment is undertaken. Essentially it updates our information on the
predicted extent of areas subject to flooding currently contained in SEPA’s indicative
flood maps and does not address the likelihood of increased flood risk associated with
extreme weather events caused by climate change. As such, it does not take a long term
precautionary view to avoid sites that in the future could be at risk from flooding from
fluvial or tidal sources.

Question 9
Is it appropriate to decrease risk of future flooding by applying a higher standard
now?
4.8

Main Issue 9 Carbon neutrality in new developments

4.8.1

Position Paper 1 “Climate change” sets out the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (mitigation) and adapt to the impacts of climate change. The Scottish
Government have also identified an objective in SPP2010 to ensure that all new buildings
are designed to avoid a specified and rising proportion of the projected greenhouse gas
emissions through the installation and operation of low and zero carbon generating
technologies (LZCGT’s), in line with Section 72 of the Climate Change Act. While the
Structure Plan contained a target for all new buildings to be carbon neutral by 2016, the
proposed Strategic Development Plan has amended this requirement, with all new
buildings to be carbon neutral by 2020. The SDP also supports the preparation of joint
supplementary guidance with Aberdeen City Council, in order to provide a consistent
approach to carbon reduction across the North East. In light of this, there is a need to
amend LSD11’s carbon reduction targets and the timetable for their implementation.
Preferred approach

4.8.2

In order to be consistent with the Strategic Development Plan and the approach currently
used in the Local Development Plan 2012, the preferred approach is to use the
Sustainability Labelling Scheme to demonstrate compliance with carbon reduction
targets, with all new buildings required to achieve the ‘Gold’ sustainability label in 2016
and ‘Platinum’’ in 2020. This approach is preferred as it would enable the policy to align
with Building Standards and adopt a gradual, phased approach to carbon reduction, with
carbon neutrality achieved by the SDP target date of 2020. In order to comply with
Section 72 of the Act, promote the transition to a low carbon economy and contribute to
the Scottish Government’s renewable energy targets, all new buildings will also be
required to achieve 20% of the Building Standards mandatory CO2 reduction target
through the installation of low and zero carbon generating technologies in 2016, rising to
25% in 2020 and 30% in 2026. The policy should also require applicants to consider the
feasibility of developing district heating systems as part of their carbon emissions
reduction. Thus a revised policy would read:
SG LSD11: Carbon neutrality in new development
We will approve all new development intended for human occupation, subject to other policies, if
it is demonstrated that it will achieve at least a “Gold” Sustainability label under Section 7 of the
Building Standards Technical Handbook. After 2019 a “Platinum” label will be required

In the case of all major multi-building residential, mixed use, retail, commercial and employment
developments an assessment of the feasibility of achieving these standards, in part, through a
district heating scheme will be required.
In areas not served by mains gas, consideration should be given to biomass as a means of
achieving these standards.
In meeting these standards at least 20% of the Building Standards mandatory CO2 reduction
targets must be achieved through the installation of low and zero carbon generating technologies
in 2016 After 2019 at least 25% of the target must be met in this way, rising to 30% after 2025. .
The following exceptions are made to the need to meet this requirement:
1)

the alteration or extension of an existing building; OR

2)

the change of use or conversion of an existing building; OR

3)

an ancillary building that is stand-alone having an area less than 50 square metres; OR

4)

a building, which will not be heated or cooled, other than by heating provided solely
for the purpose of frost protection; OR

5)

a limited life building, which has an intended life of less than 2 years.

The carbon reduction targets and the percentage to be achieved through the installation
of LZCGT’s is consistent with the approach preferred by Aberdeen City planning officers.
Reasonable alternatives

4.8.3 The alternatives to the position set out above are limited by the Strategic Development
Plan and national policy. Two reasonable alternatives can be set out, with regard to when
all new buildings will be required to achieve carbon neutrality and the overall percentage
of the CO2 reduction that is achieved through LZCGT’s.
4.8.4 In relation to when carbon neutrality will be achieved, the platinum sustainability label
could be required earlier than 2020, or even from the point of adoption of the plan in 2016.
However, this is likely to have significant issues for the construction industry, requiring
them to significantly rethink both the products they supply and their business model in a
very short time.
4.8.5 With regard to the percentage of carbon reduction achieved through LZCGT’s two
alternatives would be for the policy to:
•

specify that a ‘low’ percentage,10% rising to 15% in 2020, is met through the
installation of LZCGT’s. This approach would comply with Section 72 of the
Climate Change Act, while enabling higher levels of CO2 reduction to be achieved
through energy efficiency measures. However, we are of the view that a higher
percentage of carbon reduction through LZCGT’s can be achieved and would
make a greater contribution to the Scottish Government’s national renewable
targets.

•

specify a ‘high’ percentage of 30% in 2016 rising to 35% in 2020. However, there
is evidence to suggest that the development industry would face significant
challenges in meeting these targets.

Question 10
Are the requirements for sustainability labels an appropriate way of achieving
carbon neutral buildings by 2020? Are the standards for the installation of
LZCGT’s appropriate?

4.9

Main issue 10 Sites of local nature conservation interest

4.9.1

Aberdeenshire Council has a duty under the Nature Conservation Scotland Act (2004) to
further the conservation of biodiversity when carrying out all its functions and to take
measures to enhance biodiversity where possible. These requirements are currently
articulated in both the natural environment and the layout, siting and design policies of
the current plan. In particular policy SG Natural Environment 1; Protection of nature
conservation sites provides a measure of protection for “recognised nature conservation
sites”.

4.9.2

As part of the portfolio of “recognised nature conservation sites” Aberdeenshire Council
has relied on a network of sites identified in the late 1970’s as “Sites of Interest to Natural
Science (SINS). It is widely recognised that the SINS system was out of date and
urgently required a review to reassess sites, consider new candidate sites and to provide
more accurate site boundaries.

4.9.3

Position Paper 8 “Local Nature Conservation sites” describes a review process that has
taken place, employing a scientific panel to identify and evaluate sites and a decision
making panel to consider the wider implications of designation. This panel has come to a
conclusion and has proposed a set of “Local Nature Conservation Sites” (LNCS). These
represent the best local biodiversity and geodiversity sites in Aberdeenshire, to be used
alongside the protections given to International and Nationally important designated sites
such as “Special Protection Areas” and “Sites of Special Scientific Interest”.

4.9.4

We feel that it is appropriate to publish these sites within the Local Development Plan to
ensure they are given appropriate weight in decision making and unforeseen reasons
why they should not be designated can be considered. While the science behind the site
selection process is very robust there may be public issues at a local level that suggest
that the sites should not be designated. This process also allows a wider community to
identify additional potential sites of natural heritage interest for designation that are
unknown to the scientific panel.
Preferred option

4.9.5 The preferred option is to include the site boundary information on the proposals map for
the forthcoming Local Development Plan, and to include a schedule of sites with detailed
maps as part of policy SG Natural Environment 1: Protection of nature conservation sites.
This is a similar approach that has been adopted for other area designations such as the
coastal zone or areas safeguarded for minerals and allows us to update the LNCS with
new information within the life of the plan if required, and without having to republish the
whole LDP. Detailed plans of these sites have been published separately within Position
Paper 8 “Local Nature Conservation sites”.
Reasonable alternative option
4.9.6

As an alternative the sites could remain “private” and unpublished in a formal manner.
The basic importance of these sites would remain protected through the application of
policy SG Natural Environment 2: Protection of the wider biodiversity and geodiversity but
developers may not know of a sites natural heritage value until either formal consultations
or ecological survey is undertaken.

Figure 5 Proposed Local Nature Conservation sites

1. Aberdour to Kinnaird Head Coast

39. Feughside

2. Annies Dam

40. Findon

3. Arbuthnott

41. Forest of Birse

4. Arnhall Moss

42. Foudland

5. Auchlossan

43. Fraserburgh Bay

6. Barmekin Wood

44. Gannochy

7. Benholm

45. Gardenstown to Strahangles Point Coast

8. Bennachie

46. Gight

9. Bin Hill

47. Govals

10. Blackdog to Bridge of Don Coast

48. Harestone Moss

11. Breda Hill

49. Harestone-Sheils Quarry

12. Burreldale Moss

50. Hawkshill

13. Cairnbulg to St Combs Coast

51. Hill of Towanreef

14. Cairnhill, Culsalmond

52. Howe of Cromar

15. Candyglirach

53. Inverbervie to Johnshaven Coast No

16. Carnie Woods

54. Kennethmont

17. Catterline Den

55. Kingcausie

18. Cluny

56. Kinkell Belt

19. Corby, Bishops and Lily Lochs

57. Leuchar Moss

20. Correen Hills

58. Little Wood, Donside

21. Cortes Reedbed

59. Loch of Leys

22. Cottown Woods

60. Loch of Park

23. Cowbog Raised Bogs

61. Loch of Skene

24. Craig Hall

62. Lochlundie Moss

25. Craigmancie

63. Lumsden Moss

26. Craigs of Succoth

64. Macterry Moss

27. Crathes

65. Meikle Loch

28. Cruden Bay

66. Mergie

29. Cullen to Whitehills Coast

67. Moss Maud

30. Culter Dam

68. Muchalls to Stohehaven Coast

31. Den of Auchmedden

69. Newburgh to Balmedie Coast

32. Den of Morphie

70. Pitfour Lake, Old Deer

33. Den of Pitlurg

71. Pitscurry Moss

34. Downie Point to Catterline Coast

72. Portlethen Moss

35. Dubbystyle

73. Portlethen Village to Newtonhill Coast

36. Elfhill

74. Pronie Lochs

37. Fetteresso

75. Rattray Head to Peterhead Coast

38. Fetternear

76. Red Moss, Kemnay

77. Red Moss, Netherley

87. Strathfinella

78. Red Moss, Parkhill

88. Sunnybrae Moss

79. Reidside Moss

89. Tarlair to Gardenstown Coast

80. River Dee

90. Tom's Forest

81. Rora Moss

91. Tore of Troup

82. Sinclair Hills

92. Towie Wood

83. Skelmanae Raised Bogs

93. Wartle Moss

84. St Cyrus

94. Whitewells Moss and Culvie Wood

85. Stirling Hill,Dudwick,Skelmuir Hill

95. Windyhills

86. Strathbeg to Rattray Coast

Question 11
Are there any Local Nature Conservation sites that should be added or
removed from figure 5, and why?
4.10

Main Issue 11 Valued views and locally valued landscapes

4.10.1 In the Local Development Plan 2012 we changed the basic approach to assessing
development impacts on landscape to one that considered landscape character. A
landscape character approach has at its root the principle that all landscapes have
features which make them distinct, unrelated to the values placed upon the aesthetics
of the area. This approach was based on the premise that all landscapes have value
(not just those that are scenic), and that the primary function of planning policy in this
regard is to manage landscape change. To complement this approach we also
implemented a policy to protect specific views and viewpoints. The “valued views” were
intended to provide an up-to-date and defensible assessment on those places where
that wider community placed significant value upon the aesthetic nature of “the view”.
4.10.2 Following consultation, 42 “Locally valued views” were identified to us and were
included in the LDP 2012. The original request was made to consultees that the policy
was intended to protect “the view of a thing, from a place”, and consequently guard
against both large scale change in precious landscapes and the amenity of viewpoint
locations. However, it has become clear that a wide range of view and viewpoint types
have been identified. Analysis presented in the Position Paper 9 “Valued Views”
highlights that the list of views presented was incomplete and demonstrated wide
interpretation of the nature of a “valued view”. Some sites were better defined as
seeking to protect general landscapes from change (or even specific developments),
others already have a high degree of policy protection (such as designed gardens), and
yet others were unspecific in terms of the “thing” or the “place” that make them
valuable.
4.10.3 Fundamentally the policy does not provide sufficient information to make informed
decisions on what would be an acceptable impact on “the view” and we feel that a
revision of this policy is necessary.
Preferred option
4.10.4 The preference would be to remove this policy and replace it with a more
comprehensive and robust policy on local landscape value developed in line with
Scottish Natural Heritage’s ‘Guidance on Local Landscape Designations’ (2006). The
process identified by Scottish Natural Heritage involves significant community
consultation and may take considerable time to develop. Consequently at this stage we
are seeking views on the principle of developing local landscape destinations to

support our approach to Landscape conservation and enhancement in the Local
Development Plan. Specific policy would be developed over the course of the next
three years in a process that would parallel the adoption of the Local Development
Plan for adoption as supplementary guidance in 2016.
Reasonable alternative
4.10.5 A reasonable alternative to this approach would be to work with the existing identified
valued views but to remove those that are unspecific, indefensible, or relate to
protections of wider landscape character rather than a specific view. The Position
Paper has identified 8 “valued views” that could be removed immediately as they do
not meet the criterion applied by the policy, and a further 29 “views” which need to be
reviewed to identify the specific viewpoint and subject. Only 5 of the views within the
current policy meet the criteria of a having a specific viewpoint for the view itself.

Question 12
Should the policy on locally valued views be removed and ultimately replaced
by a set of Local Landscape designations or reviewed?

5.

Settlement strategy and land supply

5.1

A key element of a Local Development Plan is specifying the distribution and scale of
future development land through a spatial strategy. For LDP2016 the spatial strategy
must be based on two factors; firstly the Local Development Plan must be consistent
with the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan; and secondly there
remains a substantial legacy of land that is either effective or capable of becoming
effective derived from allocations made in the LDP2012.

5.2

The proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan sets out a spatial
strategy which identifies three “strategic growth areas” (SGAs) within Aberdeenshire,
and identifies the criteria that should govern new development in “local growth and
diversification areas” outwith the SGAs. In addition “regeneration priority areas” are
defined where redevelopment of previously developed sites is identified as a clear
priority. Housing requirements for the Aberdeen Housing Market Area and the Rural
Housing Market Area are set which govern the scale of land allocations that should be
available over the life of the plan. Housing and employment land allowances have been
identified to meet this requirement.
Figure 6 Proposed Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan Housing Allowance
Areas.

Table 2 Housing requirement and allowances and allocations in the proposed Aberdeen and City
Strategic Development Plan
Housing Land Requirement
2017-2026
Aberdeen
Housing
Market Area

15017

Rural Housing
Market Area

6411
Allowances 2017-2026
Housing

Aberdeen to
Peterhead
SGA
Aberdeen to
Huntly SGA

Aberdeen to
Laurencekirk
SGA

3

Peterhead to
Hatton

800

4

Ellon to Blackdog

1500

5

Huntly to Pitcaple

500

Inverurie to
Blackburn

1500

7

South of
Drumlithie to
Laurencekirk

400

Portlethen to
Stonehaven

2400

Local Growth
(AHMA)

9

Local Growth
(RHMA)

10

5.3

45ha

Housing

800

Employment
land 20172023
46.3ha

1535
485
42ha

6

8

Employment land

Allocations

42ha
1500

400
62ha

64ha
2370

1350

None

1350

-

4000

None

4000

-

The Aberdeenshire Local Development Plan 2012 made the following land allocations
for the period up to 2023:
Housing land

5.4

Evidence suggests that while the decline in house building experienced in
Aberdeenshire has not been so pronounced as elsewhere in Scotland, the future for
the sector remains relatively optimistic, with rates of completion in Aberdeen City
almost doubling by 2016.

Completions

Housing Completions in Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire (2013 Housing Land Audit)
2000
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Figure 7 Actual housing completions 2008-2012 (2012 Housing Land Audit)

Anticipated Completions

Housing Completions in Aberdeen and
Aberdeenshire (2013 Housing Land Audit)
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Figure 8 Anticipated housing completions 2013-2017(2012 Housing Land Audit)

5.5

When analysis is undertaken of the “effective” supply (that is, those sites which sites
which do not have constraints or where a constraint is likely to be resolved and are
therefore expected to come forward) it is clear that the housing land supply outlook
remains healthy.

Table 3: Housing Land Supply by Housing Market Area (2013 Housing Land Audit)

5.6

Aberdeen HMA

Rural HMA

Structure Plan Area
(TOTAL)

Effective (5 Yr)

11,013

3,754

14,767

Effective (Post 5
Yr)

11,296

3,222

14,518

Constrained

4,109

2,142

6,251

Established

26,418

9,118

35,536

These figures can be compared against the Current Structure Plan Housing
allowances:
Table 4 Effective land supply 2013 (2013 Housing Land Audit)

Housing Market
Area

Housing
Requirement
2013-2017

Effective Supply
2013

No. of Years Supply

Aberdeen HMA

9,673

11,013

5.7

Rural HMA

3,026

3,754

6.2

The Established Housing Land Supply in the Structure Plan Area is currently 35,536
units, a net increase of 94% in the two years since 2011 (18,325 units) and the highest
level since local government reorganisation in 1996. The effective supply will be further
augmented from 2017 onwards by the release of Phase 2 sites from both Aberdeen
City and Aberdeenshire LDPs. These have not been included in the 2013 audit unless
planning consent had been granted by the 1 January 2013 base date.
Employment land
5.7

Employment land supply is also audited and can be compared to the proposed
Strategic Development Plan requirement above:
Table 5 Employment land supply (2013 Employment Land Audit)
2011
(ha)

2012
(ha)

Change

341

628

+84%

Constrained (Established employment land that
cannot yet be developed)

130

231

+78%

Marketable (Land that is capable of servicing and
delivery in the next 5 years)

211

397

+88%

Immediately available (Undeveloped land that has
planning permission)

46

29

-37%

Employment Land that is:
Established (All undeveloped land in Local
Development Plans)

Allocations made in LDP2012 more than adequately meet the targets set in the
proposed Strategic Development Plan.

Implications for the Local Development Plan 2016
5.8

These tables serve to demonstrate the scale of the land allocations made available in
2012. This is recognised by the Strategic Development Plan which, on the basis that an
established supply of land had been identified that was likely to service needs for more
than a decade, has identified no additional land requirements nor instructed the Local
Development Plans in Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire to allocate additional land
through revised housing land or employment land allowances. The proposed Strategic
Development Plan is clear that allocations made previously for the period up to 2023
are now expected to provide an effective supply of development land for the whole
Plan period (2017-2026).

5.9

Within the context of the general conclusion of the proposed Strategic Development
Plan some local issues can be identified, such as the marketability constraint that
operates to delay housing land development in some parts of the Rural Housing Market
Area, (notably Banff and Fraserburgh) or the significant and real demand for business
land at Westhill to support the successful sub-sea cluster in that town. Likewise there
still remain some sites allocated for immediate development but which have little
prospect of ever overcoming the constraints identified.

5.10 These local issues do not detract from the fact that both the Employment Land Audit
2012 and the Housing Land Audit 2013 demonstrate a sufficiency of supply across
Aberdeenshire. On the basis that windfall developments on rural sites are likely to
make a significant contribution to the effective supply on an annual basis within the
“Local Growth “ areas, neither new housing land , nor employment land allocations are
likely to be required to be made in this plan. Allocations made previously for the period
to 2023 are now anticipated to provide an effective supply of development land for the
whole Plan period (2017-2026). Where there are specific local issues regarding the
blight placed on settlements from long–term constrained sites these will be discussed,
and solutions proposed in section 6 ”What sites should be considered for
development”.
Main Issue 12- Land supply and distribution
Preferred option
5.11 We can anticipate that the build rates of the development industry are likely to increase
as the economy continues to improve and confidence returns to the housing market. If
completion rates comparable to those achieved on existing sites are sustained we can
have great confidence that the housing land requirement will be met through the
development of existing allocations. Housing land supply remains at a very healthy
level and there is no reason to suggest that the scale of the supply currently allocated
requires to change. The LDP 2016 will result in allocations and a legacy of effective
sites from LPD 2012 that will make an appropriate contribution to meeting, and
exceeding, the Housing Land Requirement set for the period to 2023. However,
predicting the land supply situation 10 years into the future is a very difficult task due to
the volatile nature of the market. There will be annual monitoring of situation through
Housing Land Audit and if this anticipates a deficit in the effective supply then there are
mechanisms available within the plan to address it. This is the appropriate means of
managing land supply; providing a long term context for the major investment decisions
and actions to deliver infrastructure that are required, rather than a short term “gold
rush” for any available site.
5.12 Likewise business land allocations are available across Aberdeenshire to meet
demands and no additional allocations are required.

Reasonable alternative option
5.13 There is no reasonable alternative. An attempt could be made to predict an
undersupply of effective housing in 2023, and make additional allocations to ensure
that the plan can unequivocally deliver an effective 5 year supply at 2023. but
predictions that far into the future is a process fraught with uncertainties and it cannot
be commended as an exact science. Any figure arrived at would not be absolute and
would depend on a range of assumptions regarding the delivery or otherwise of sites
as predicted by their developers. It would not be unreasonable to argue that if a
marketability constraint limits the scale of new build on currently allocated sites then it
would impact on new sites also, nor that as the economy improves optimism within the
construction industry and by house purchasers will also improve, resulting in higher
completion rates than can be extrapolated at this time. For these reasons a plan which
provides a large established land supply from which effective sites can be drawn down
remains the preferred option.

Question 13
What reasons might there be to add to the greenfield housing and/or
employment land supply by allocating more sites?

6.

What new sites should be considered for Development?

6.1

This section of the Main Issues Report considers the need for new development sites in
individual settlements across Aberdeenshire. It is divided up into 6 sections to accord
with the 6 administrative areas of Aberdeenshire.

6.2

Within each of the sections we identify any land use planning “main issues” that have
been identified to us. In addition we have provided, in six appendixes, analysis of all of
the settlements in the current Local Development Plan, with a not on current progress
with existing sites allocated by the current plan and identifying the new sites that we
have been asked to consider for inclusion in the Local Development Plan. These are
Appendix Banff and Buchan, Appendix Buchan, Appendix Formartine, Appendix
Garioch, Appendix Kincardine and Mearns and Appendix Marr.

6.3

Despite the findings of section 5 Settlement strategy and land supply, where we
conclude that there is no need to allocate additional land, we are aware that this view
may be challenged both through the conclusions that we come to following consultation
on the Main Issues Report and through the examination into the proposed Strategic
Development Plan. It is therefore prudent to seek and consider additional land that
could be added to the Housing land supply should this action be necessary. In the
settlement analysis sites may be identified as “officers’ preference” sites. These
represent our view of the sites which, if necessary, could be included in the next Local
Development Plan, and that best achieve both the objectives of the plan, and the land
use planning objectives for the settlement. We would welcome your views on these,
and indeed all the “bid” sites that have been submitted to us.

6.4

The settlement analysis presents a statement on the status of the existing allocated
sites in the plan and a note of other minor changes we think are necessary. In addition
for those sites where “bids” for new allocations have been made we have also
provided:
•

A restatement of the land use planning objectives in the settlement. These
objectives set out in general terms what new development is expected to
contribute to the settlement and provide, in part, the justification for the allocation
of sites.

•

A statement on the infrastructure capacity of the settlement, setting out whether
there may be extraordinary infrastructure issues that development within the
settlement will have to resolve.

•

A map showing the existing allocations in the Local Development Plan and new
bids submitted by landowners and the development industry for the inclusion of
additional land in the plan. This map may also show, in a very small number of
cases, historical allocations that we propose to delete from the plan due to long
standing and seemingly insurmountable problems with their delivery. Continued
allocation represents blight on surrounding properties and presents a misleading
picture of what land is available for development.

•

A table of existing allocations that are being taken forward into the next plan. Again
where a site is subject to a long standing and seemingly insurmountable problems
with its delivery this will be noted here and the problem advised.

•

An analysis of the bids for development which are reasonable alternatives and may
be considered for inclusion in the plan should the conclusion on issue 12 (Land
supply and distribution) result in the need for additional allocations.

•

An analysis of bids for development which we believe are unsuitable, and should
not be considered as reasonable alternative sites.

•

Finally a conclusion that presents our preferred option for the future development
of the settlement.

6.5

All new site proposals made to us have been included in the following sections either
associated with the settlement for which they are proposed, or as a “landward” site
unrelated to an existing village. All settlements in the Aberdeenshire Local
Development Plan 2012 are included even if there are no requests for additional
development land. In many areas the conclusion will be “no proposed changes to this
settlement”, but that does not mean that the land that we have identified as “protected”
from development or the “planning objectives” for the settlement should not be
reviewed.

6.6

The following “main issues” are included in these sections:
•

Main Issue 13 How do we promote regeneration in Banff and Buchan
settlements?

•

Main Issue 14: Should an out-of-centre retail facility be provided in Ellon?

•

Main Issue 15: In Inverurie is uncertainty so great, and land supply so buoyant,
that we should defer decisions on where future housing land should be released
to a future development plan?

•

Main issue 16: Is further development opportunity required in Westhill?

•

Main Issue 17: Should a site for a major supermarket be identified in
Stonehaven, and if so where.

6.7

Each of these issues have implications that are not restricted just to the settlement that
they relate to and it is appropriate to discuss them in the context of the wider
administrative area.

6.8

While we have endeavoured to identify the “big issues” that should be the focus of
debate for local communities we are aware that these may not be immediately relevant
to us. Consequently we would welcome any comments on the objectives, the
infrastructure capacity or the submitted bids that you would care to make. The new
Local Development Plan does not provide a wholesale opportunity to revisit the
decisions made in the last Local Development Plan relating to site allocations, and we
will have to disregard comments made about the suitability or appropriateness of these
sites.

Question 14
Are there any comments you would wish to make on the settlement objectives,
protected land or sites proposed by developers shown in the following
sections. Please consider issues of public benefit in particular.
6.9

Banff and Buchan
Main Issue 13: Regeneration in the less prosperous areas

6.10

The Banff and Buchan area has some of the finest built heritage in Aberdeenshire,
reflecting a time when the coastal communities were pillars of the national economy
primarily through the fishing industry. Times have changed and the modernisation of
the fishing fleet does not provide the same opportunities. Remoteness and lack of
connectivity have led to significant economic challenges when compared to other parts
of Aberdeenshire. In places these challenges have been reflected in low value and
derelict sites, making these towns less attractive for private sector investment, whether
for housing or business. The proposed Strategic Development Plan identifies much of
the area for regeneration. The Council’s main response to this is the Regeneration
Strategy 2013. The Strategic Development Plan also identifies development of
brownfield sites as a “clear priority” in this area.

6.11

Many of the problems faced by communities in this area, and that have contributed to
the need for regeneration, cannot be resolved by the land use planning system. Jobs
cannot be created just by the action of allocating development land, nor can journey
times be reduced without strategic and national investment. However, some assistance
could be delivered in these areas through controlling the availability of “green field” land
for housing and business development in order to stimulate demand for brownfield
sites.

6.12

In 2012 Aberdeenshire Council commissioned a study to examine the deliverability of
previously developed “brownfield” sites within Banff, Macduff, Fraserburgh and
Peterhead. The conclusions of that study were that almost none of the sites examined
were commercially viable for development due to low land values elsewhere in the
towns, and the additional costs required by site clearance or remediation.

6.13

Setting aside for the moment, other public sector interventions promoted in the
Regeneration Strategy 2013 (such as grant funding to achieve profitable
developments), one possible contribution that the planning system can make is to
influence the supply of green field development land, increasing demand for and
consequently the value of inner town sites. Reducing the supply of land with lower
overhead costs would raise the value of these difficult to develop sites to a profitable
level.

6.14

However, this is not a route that can be taken lightly. Development economics in these
locations may be so precarious that there is a risk that, without low cost green field
development, no private sector development will take place at all, other than that
dictated by the operational needs of existing users (i.e. expansion of existing
businesses to adjacent locations). Investors may observe the depressed levels of
demand in these locations and the low profit margins, and choose to invest elsewhere
where there is a greater guarantee of achieving a profitable development.

6.15

In addition the scale of viable redevelopment opportunity that could be identified is very
limited in comparison to the substantial land allocations that were made in LDP2012.
Removal of these sites would be a breach of trust with landowners who may already be
making investment to trying to deliver these sites.
Preferred option

6.16

The primary way of delivering regeneration is through the Council’s Regeneration
Strategy 2013. No action is proposed to constrain green field land allocations in
Portsoy, Macduff, Banff and Fraserburgh (and indeed Peterhead) to encourage
commercial regeneration of these towns. Risks remain too high that without Greenfield
sites for development further economic disadvantage would result. The “clear priority”
for redevelopment of brownfield land in these areas required by the proposed Strategic
Development Plan will require to be delivered in other ways.
Reasonable alternative option

6.17 The alternative option of removing land from the existing allocations is an option. But
this is not seen as “reasonable” at this time.

Question 15
Should we continue a policy of providing development opportunity in Banff,
Macduff, Fraserburgh and Peterhead through maintaining a Greenfield
housing and business land supply?
6.18

Detailed assessments of development options in settlements is provided by Appendix
Banff and Buchan.

6.19

Buchan

6.20

The development of Peterhead as one of the anchors of the Energetica Project will
continue through the life of the new Local Development Plan.
In particular,
developments related to the harbour and the power station are expected. The
proposals for Carbon Capture and Storage remain a real prospect. energy related
infrastructure associated with Peterhead Power Station and the National Grid
transformer station south of Peterhead is also worthy of note. These are not
considered to be a “main Issue” as the principle of these developments has been
established at a national level and many of the proposals that may come forward for
this area will be exempt from planning control. A statement on the Peterhead Gateway
Framework, to be published as supplementary guidance, is currently in preparation and
is likely to be consulted on separately for immediate adoption by Aberdeenshire
Council, rather than as part of the 2016 Local Development Plan.

6.21

The “main issue” associated with the need for regeneration and discussed in section
6.4 Banff and Buchan remains equally valid. While there is greater value in land in
Peterhead than in, for example, Fraserburgh, and demand for housing and business
land is more buoyant, it is still the case that the risks associated with following a
“brownfield” development strategy remain clear. Again we do not proposed that a
restriction is placed on Greenfield land releases to provide an incentive for the
development of brownfield land, particularly at this time when the strengths of
Peterhead as a location are beginning to be recognised, development opportunities are
being realised, and constraints relieved.

6.22

Prospects for short term growth in Peterhead should not be prejudiced by a land use
planning policy that restricts development.

6.23

Detailed assessments of development options in settlements is provided by Appendix
Buchan.

6.24

Formartine

6.25

There is considerable development activity and opportunity in Formartine. The A90
corridor through Formartine is part of the Energetica project. Development sites
currently allocated at Blackdog, Balmedie, Ellon, Cruden Bay will become more
attractive to developers once the Western Peripheral Route and the Balmedie to
Tipperty dualling are in place in 2018. Equally, the significant existing land allocations
elsewhere, such as at Turriff, are all carried forward and provide opportunity. Golf
related development at the Menie Estate is the subject of a live Planning Permission
and the focus is now on delivery of the project and promoting Aberdeenshire as a
world golf and leisure destination. None of these represent main Issues for the new
Local Development Plan.

6.26

The rural areas of Formartine continue to be under pressure for wind turbines (Main
Issue 5) and for housing (Main Issue 4).

6.27

The building of a new academy at Ellon makes the town an even more attractive place
for residents and for increased investment and development. Neither the development
of this new school at Cromleybank, nor the vacating of the existing site, in themselves
result in a main issue. However, both may make a significant contribution to a problem
that affects more than the local area; the prosperity of Ellon Town centre. The new
Local Development Plan promotes an opportunity to debate what is best for the town
and the area.

Main Issue 14: Should an out-of-centre retail facility be provided in Ellon
6.28

In 2012, and in response to concerns regarding the state of retailing in Ellon,
Aberdeenshire Council commissioned a review of the situation to determine if action
was required. This study (Ellon Town Centre & Retail Study, Stage 1 Report, July
2012) examined the potential for future retail development in both Ellon town centre
and for the town as a whole. The objectives of this study were the identification of
potential development options, and any other actions which may be required to support
Ellon Town Centre.

6.29

The conclusions of this study were that overall growth in the retail market will create
demand for new shops, but it will not necessarily be met in the town centre due to the
lack of availability of large sites (“floor-plates”) and issues with the assembly and
commercial profitability of town centre sites. Retail demand could be met in an out of
centre location, or in another town. As a result of anticipated population increase in
Ellon and its “primary catchment area”, convenience expenditure is forecast to grow by
11% and comparison expenditure by 70%. This is significantly higher than the national
average. “Leakage” is a term used to describe expenditure from within the catchment
made at other centres. There is 34% net leakage on convenience goods (even with the
presence of Tesco), 81% net leakage on comparison goods and 87% net leakage on
bulky goods from the town.

6.30

Stopping “leakage” of retail expenditure from Ellon residents to other centres will have
an impact on these other centres and so the issue is wider than just Ellon. Promotion of
an out of centre retail opportunity will have a direct impact on the vitality and viability of
the existing town centre, and while the scale of out of centre facility that is permitted
can be used to limit this impact it remains a finely balanced issue as to whether such
an approach is in the best interests of the town.
Preferred option

6.31

The preferred option remains to continue to support Ellon town centre through robust
application of the policy SG Retail 1 “Town Centres and Retailing”, and resisting out of
centre retail developments. Existing long term strategies for town centre improvement
would continue to be promoted. Projected impacts on Ellon town centre could be used
to defend such a strategy but the risk remains that incremental retail developments
(that in themselves are small enough not to have an adverse impact) will inflict the
”death of a thousand cuts” on the existing centre.
Reasonable alternative option

6.32

The capacity of the town centre to accommodate the national retail brands that are
currently active is limited. We are advised that given the size of Ellon, it should be in a
position to attract multiple retailers such as Boots, WHSmith, Superdrug, Specsavers,
Semi-Chem, Argos, Iceland, and New Look. While some of these would prefer a town
centre location, others favour the convenient parking and large floor-plates provided by
bespoke out of centre developments.

6.33

In order to address retailer demand a single “Commercial Centre” could be allocated to
facilitate the development of an out-of–centre retail park This would have to be done in
full recognition that this will have a damaging impact on the existing centre (if only from
loss of opportunity rather than direct competition). Retailing in Ellon town centre is
unlikely to be affected through the competition provided by an out–of–centre proposal,
due to the nature of the retail offer currently found.

6.34

Two sites have been proposed for such a facility: at Balmacassie; and at Cromleybank.
These sites are shown on the settlement analysis for Ellon. We have been advised that
other sites (including the existing Ellon Academy) would be unattractive to developers
due to difficulties with access and lack of prominence. If this option were to be pursued
only one of these two sites should be implemented to ensure its commercial success
and avoid the adverse impacts on Ellon town centre in the context of two competitors.

Question 16
Should we facilitate the creation of a shopping centre on the outskirts of Ellon?
If so where should this be?
6.35

Detailed assessments of development options in settlements is provided by Appendix
Formartine.

6.36

Garioch

6.37

The Garioch Area continues to thrive and remain popular with developers. Sites are
currently being developed on the A96 at Blackburn, Kintore, Inverurie and Insch.
Newmachar was identified in the current Plan for significant development. Westhill also
continues to be a popular location for both business and house builders. Sites in all of
these places will continue to be built throughout the life of the new Local Development
Plan.

6.38

Many issues concern residents of Garioch. Most are related to the pressures caused
by rapid expansion and the difficulty in providing appropriate facilities in parallel with
expansion. Community Halls, Schools, Shops and open space provision are all
affected. Road congestion also continues to be an area of concern. All of these issues
are being addressed by the Council in various ways and with different partner
organisations. In terms of the new Local Development Plan these issues are
considered to be specific to the towns and villages affected and are commonly best
dealt with locally rather than as main issues.

6.39

However two issues have much wider than local significance and both of these concern
infrastructure. Firstly, the Scottish Government have announced an intention to dual
the A96. While this is welcomed it leads to uncertainty around housing and Kintore
sites in particular and this is considered a main issue. At Westhill there is an issue over
the capacity of the roads and schools to cope with further development. Yet
development in Westhill is one of the main drivers of economic growth in
Aberdeenshire and it is important that the town continues to thrive. In particular, the
needs of the sub sea sector need to be taken into account. Further development in
Westhill is also considered as a main issue.
Main Issue 15: What are the implications of uncertainty regarding trunk road
development in Inverurie?

6.40

Traffic congestion in Inverurie is reaching acute levels with impacts onto the A96 trunk
road at Port Elphinstone and Blackhall Road roundabouts. Major infrastructure
improvements are proposed to accommodate new development and ameliorate these
impacts. However there remain issues associated with any future development in
Inverurie, and impacts on the quality of Inverurie town centre itself unless, and until,
traffic circulation through the town can be improved. These issues may also impact on
Kintore, as the other major town in the Strategic Growth Corridor.

6.41

The current Local Development Plan identifies land at Conglass, Balhagardy and
adjacent to the eastern sides of the B9170 (Inverurie to Oldmeldrum) and Hillbrae
Roads as future housing and uses a designation of “F” in the Local Development Plan.
This represents opportunity for up to 415 houses across all the “F” sites, but as noted in
LDP2012, they are dependant on the feasibility of an Inverurie eastern by-pass. Should
some form of traffic mitigation not be feasible, this element of the strategy will need to

be re-thought. Therefore it becomes a main issue for the LDP2016 what the traffic
management strategy for the town should be.
6.42

The situation has become complicated by the aspiration of the Scottish Government to
dual the entire length of the A96 from Aberdeen to Inverness. A number of options exist
for the routing of such a road, including widening the existing road or delivering a new
dual carriageway to the east or the west of the town as a new by-pass. While the traffic
modelling for these options is still to be undertaken, and no routes have been identified,
it is clear that a new by-pass, and the comfort that this would provide to road traffic
flows in the area, would have a significant impact on the need for a local “eastern bypass”. However, the short and medium term implications of this may be that the
development of the “F” sites in Inverurie may need to be delayed until these decisions
are made. Even then we do not know when the Scottish Government would deliver the
roads improvements in this area and this makes it very difficult to plan for the longer
term development of Inverurie. However, we can be confident that whatever route is
chosen it will likely open up alternative options for the servicing of Inverurie that have
not yet been considered.

Figure 9 F” future housing land sites in Inverurie

6.43

Aberdeenshire Council commissioned consultants to undertake a preliminary
assessment of possible built heritage impacts on a route corridor for the Inverurie
Eastern by-pass.(“An appraisal of the Potential Effects of a proposed Inverurie By-pass
upon Keith Hall designed landscape and other cultural heritage assets” 2013). Their
conclusion is that the designed landscape “could potentially accommodate the link road
and preserve the setting of Keith Hall and related listed buildings – provided that
appropriate mitigation measures were incorporated into the design of the road” but that

“this is likely to be borderline, given the apparently unavoidable intrusion into the core
parkland that forms the setting of the house”. Development passing through a designed
landscape would be contrary to national policy and such a course of action could only
be contemplated if there was no other option to meet acute social or economic needs.
Given the proposed works to the A96, that would seem to no longer be a defensible
position at this time and consequently references to the link road should be removed
from the plan until resolution of the trunk road issues.
6.44

On this basis it then becomes a matter for debate as to what is done to resolve the
allocation of 415 future house plots proposed by the LDP2012 for the period 20162023? Options can include re-allocating the land, but for a future development phase
(post 2023) when there is likely to be significant more clarity on road transport issues,
or alternatively allocating this land in another settlement to meet the immediate needs
identified by the Strategic Development Plan.

6.45

The spatial strategy of the proposed Strategic Development Plan promotes a level of
growth within that part of the Strategic Growth Area that stretches from Pitcaple to
Blackburn. If land supply for development in Inverurie is going to be held back, then it
becomes even more important that other development opportunities within the growth
area can be realised. This has implications for both Kintore and Blackburn. Substantial
allocations were made in the LDP2012 for Kintore for the period post 2016, and it is
important that these are realised to maintain the level of growth that is needed to meet
development demands in the area, and support the spatial strategy.

6.46

This may require the additional allocation of business land at the A96 Broomhill
Roundabout (bid sites Ga021 and Ga024) to facilitate re-modelling of that junction.
Very careful consideration would have to be made of whether a superstore at this
location is appropriate, given potential conflicts with Scottish Planning Policy and the
implications of such an action to the character of the approach to Kintore, existing but
unimplemented consents within the area, and the existing patterns of retailing in the
area.
Preferred option

6.47

The housing land supply in Inverurie remains exceptionally healthy at the current time
with outstanding allocations and planning consents totalling almost 1700 sites. In the
past 5 years housing completions have peaked at 141 units in a single year,
suggesting that in the settlement the established and effective supply will likely persist
beyond 2023, when a further opportunity to augment housing land supply will take
place. There is no suggestion that lack of supply specifically in Inverurie will lead to a
deficit in the housing land supply in the Aberdeen Housing Market Area.

6.48

Due to the uncertainties associated with what road traffic solutions may be proposed,
and the clear development opportunities that would result that should the current A96
be de-trunked, it is proposed to delete the “F” allocations to remove unrealistic
expectations of development potential for these sites. This is true not only for the
Conglass and Balhagardy sites, but also those within the current nationally important
designed landscape of Keith Hall where the delivery of a link road may no longer justify
their allocation.

6.49

At this time it is considered essential not to make additional allocations at the Broomhill
Roundabout, as access for the M1 “Kintore East” site is a matter for the consortium
gathered to deliver the development of that site. As the approved development
framework for the Kintore East site confirms that access for the development would be
taken from two points on the B977, a number of options remain available to them for
improvement of the Broomhill Roundabout which would not involve the wholesale
development of the two bid sites. The Framework does not show any linkage
necessary through either bid sites. Circumstances have not changed to such an extent
that the Reporters decision at the examination of the LDP2012 should be set aside.

Reasonable alternative options
6.50

An alternative proposal would be to maintain with the existing “F” allocations but to
identify them for development in the period post 2023 (i.e. the second phase of
LDP2016). The value of this approach is limited in so far that as the Local Development
Plan for 2023 is developed they may remain constrained due to uncertainties on
delivery of any trunk roads solution.

6.51

Reallocation elsewhere could also be contemplated but the scale of allocations already
made in Kintore, and the lack of suitable sites in Blackburn bring into question whether
these would lead to their delivery any quicker.

Question 17
In Inverurie is uncertainty so great, and land supply so buoyant, that we
should defer decisions on where future housing land should be released to a
future development plan?
Main Issue 16: Is further development opportunity required in Westhill?
6.52

Construction on the new settlement of Westhill commenced in 1968. Since then it has
grown to a very successful town of over 11,000 population. While it is close to
Aberdeen City it is far more than a suburb. The town has a balance of residential
properties and employment opportunities. More than a quarter of the working
population of Westhill choose to live in the town. The town also has successful retail
and recreation facilities including provision for outdoor pursuits. Its education provision
is highly regarded. It is, therefore, not surprising that the development industry wish to
continue to grow the town.

6.53

When the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic Development Plan was under
consideration it was decided not to include Westhill in a Strategic Growth Area, largely
because it had large amounts of development land already allocated and yet to be built
and there were some infrastructure capacity issues with both roads and school places.
Roads infrastructure will continue to improve with further dualling of the A944 and the
creation in 2018 of an Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route / A944 junction between
Westhill and Kingswells.

6.54

School provision is a serious issue for Westhill. Forecasts predict that by 2016, while
there will be some limited capacity at the Academy, there will be no capacity at Primary
Schools.
Table 6. Capacity in schools in Westhill (2012-based forecast using low and high capacity
ranges)

6.55

2016 Forecast

% Use Capacity

Capacity

Forecast

Westhill Primary

63-69%

307-333

211

Elrick Primary

105-113%

361-387

408

Skene Primary

197-291%

48-71

140

Crombie Primary

91-100%

307-333

306

Westhill Academy

91.5%

970

887

However, the future prosperity of the Aberdeen Area is closely tied to a mobile oil
industry that may as easily locate to other areas including Dubai or Dallas for example,
as Aberdeen. Economic advisors have suggested that there is a risk that if the

expansion plans or lifestyle choices of employees of the sub-sea sector are not
accommodated then relocation of one or more companies could result, and that a
further “domino” cascade to a new location outwith the area could result. They
advocate both housing and business land growth in Westhill as a proven and desirable
location.
6.56

Currently available land for development at Westhill, allocated in the Local
Development Plan 2012 and which will be built out over the forthcoming period includes
4.4 Ha of business land and 105 houses. An additional 175 houses are still to be
constructed on housing sites allocated in the Aberdeenshire Local Plan 2006 and 95
houses are allocated for the first period of the new Local Development Plan post 2016,
resulting in a total of 280 houses still to be constructed. Substantial housing and
business land allocations are being delivered at Kingswells and will be delivered at
Counteswells.

6.57

It may appear that there is no need to allocate more land through the new Local
Development Plan. However, the town has become a global centre of excellence for
the sub sea industry. The energy sector is highly mobile, at an international level, and
it is important to the long term future of the north east of Scotland that the sub sea
sector continues to see Westhill as a globally significant location. In order to maintain
Westhill’s place as a global centre of excellence in the sub sea sector the allocation of
more land needs to be considered. This is to allow the sub sea sector firms to expand
on or close to their existing sites and to deal with some of these current specific
difficulties such as short term accommodation for staff and transport issues.

6.58

Despite the disadvantages of additional development in Westhill on congestion in the
area we believe that these are outweighed by the local needs to maintain the success
of Westhill as a centre of sub-sea excellence. There is no case to be made for
additional new housing due to the lack of capacity in the school estate, and the indirect
benefits that this brings to the sub-sea sector. Limited additional land for business use,
specifically for use by the sub sea sector, is identified as a proposed allocation in the
Westhill settlement analysis.

6.59

This recommendation is not made lightly in the light of successive consideration in both
the preparation of the Aberdeen City and Shire Structure Plan and the proposed
Strategic Development Plan regarding the status of Westhill as an area which is not
expected to contribute to strategic growth. However the current objectives of the plan
include an objective to grow and diversify the economy, with specific reference to
stimulating wider economic growth where we can identify a need, while Policy 1
suggests that we should meet the location requirements of the different business
sectors.
Reasonable alternative options

6.60

It would be an entirely reasonable option to disregard the concerns regarding the
relocation of the sub-sea sector away from the Aberdeen Area on the basis that
sufficient land has already been allocated, or could be made available through the
development of previously developed sites, to accommodate sub-sea business
expansion. This option trades on the reputation of Aberdeenshire as an acknowledged
high quality place to live and with a skills base transferable to the sub-sea sector. It
questions whether the sub sea sector is specifically dependant on Westhill or could be
accommodated on a range of sites within the wider Aberdeen City area with no
diminution of the advantages of clustering or through the redevelopment of existing
land within Westhill. The conclusion of this option would be to make no additional land
allocations in Westhill.

Question 18
Should limited employment land development specifically to support the “subsea cluster” at Westhill be allowed. Are there other measures that could be
taken to support this international success?
6.61

Detailed assessments of development options in settlements is provided by Appendix
Garioch.

6.62

Kincardine and Mearns

6.63

The Kincardine & Mearns Area has a number of important issues. The Robert Gordon
University is on the boundary between the Aberdeen City Council and the
Aberdeenshire Council Area. In order to expand, it has few options other than to cross
the River Dee into the Aberdeenshire Council Area. This has implications for Green
Belt Policy and for the A90 Trunk Road as well as the River Dee flood plain. Through
the Strategic Development Plan vision there is support for growing the knowledge
economy and clearly for the good of the North East of Scotland it is important to
support the development of the University. While potential expansion raised a number
of issues, only flooding generally is considered as a Main Issue 5. The other matters
are essentially site specific and will be considered in that way.

6.64

The City Council have consulted on ways of reducing congestion on the Bridge of Dee.
Some of the solutions being considered involve land in Aberdeenshire. These much
needed improvements are considered as being site specific and not as a Local
Development Plan Main Issue.

6.65

Through the current Local Development Plan a new settlement at Chapelton of Elsick
inland from Newtonhill has been promoted. Construction work is scheduled to
commence before the end of 2013. The creation of a new settlement exemplifying the
highest quality of layout and design is an important priority for the area. Its
development and impacts will be closely monitored. All of this is already in hand and
the Local Development Plan does not present a new opportunity to consider this as a
Main Issue.

6.66

Laurencekirk continues to experience growth and development, and with the opening
of the railway station and the construction of a new Mearns Academy it is becoming an
even more attractive place to live and work. It is the main service centre for the
southern part of the Mearns and in the current Local Development Plan was considered
a more sustainable centre for growth than Edzell Woods. Opportunity exists in Edzell
Woods, but development at that location will remain disadvantaged in comparison to
that at Laurencekirk. Both locations will continue to grow and develop but we anticipate
early phases of growth focussed on Laurencekirk. No change is proposed to the Local
Development Plan in this issue. An important issue for Laurencekirk continues to be its
junction with the A90 Trunk Road. Improvements continue to be pursued through the
Council’s Transportation Service with the Trunk Roads Authority. This is the most
appropriate way of dealing with the matter and consequently it is not put forward as a
Main Issue for the next Local Development Plan.

6.67

An important issue for Stonehaven is flooding. The Council is in the process of dealing
with the specific Stonehaven flooding issue through the specialist Flooding Unit. The
Flooding and Erosion Policy is considered as a Main Issue (Main Issue 5).

6.68

Specific to the Kincardine & Mearns Area only one Main Issue has been identified and
this relates to retail provision:

Main Issue 17: How should retailing issues is dealt with in the Stonehaven area?
6.69

There has been consistent consumer demand for a major supermarket in Stonehaven
for many years, and calculation of “leakage” of convenience expenditure from the town
confirms that there is probably capacity for such a facility. There is no site in the town
centre which could accommodate a significant new supermarket. In recent years a
number of proposals for supermarkets have been submitted, and refused by Scottish
Government Reporters’ as contrary to both national and local policy; the developments
could not demonstrate a benign impact on the town centre, or sufficient of a walking
catchment to encourage active travel.

6.70

In response to concerns LDP2012 identified a new “commercial centre” at
Spurryhillock, with the opportunity to create a small retail facility to augment other local
provision. That site is in the process of vacation by the Council to allow marketing of
the site to proceed. A number of other sites are being promoted through bids by the
development industry for a major supermarket for the town, including modifications of
proposals previously dismissed as well as new sites previously untested by the
planning system.

6.71

In addition a retail capacity exercise undertaken on behalf of the Strategic Development
Planning Authority and Aberdeenshire Council has identified unmet capacity for
comparison goods in the greater Stonehaven Area associated with population and
retail expenditure growth. This majority of this population growth is forecast to be
associated with the Chapelton of Elsick new settlement.
Preferred option

6.72

The reasons why a major site has not been identified in Stonehaven for a supermarket
have not changed since the LDP2012, and it still remains the position that such a
facility would best be associated with a major housing growth in the area to provide the
walking catchment area such a facility requires. Issues associated with lack of
competition which were of such concern in considering this issue in the development of
LDP2012 can still be resolved through the development on the allocated CC1 site.

6.73

To address the issues of potential capacity for new comparison shopping facilities there
is no reason why national policy regarding the direction of such facilities to existing
town centres should be set aside. In any case the bulk of this new expenditure is
predicted as being generated by the Chapelton of Elsick development and it seems
most appropriate to secure the success of the first “neighbourhood centres” in the new
settlement by promoting these as an alternative location for modest new comparison
retail floor space rather than promoting a second Commercial Centre site in
Stonehaven to compete with the existing town centre.
Reasonable alternative option

6.74

An alternative option would be to identify and promote an out of centre site for
convenience retail development, accepting that national policy should be set aside. The
settlement analysis for Stonehaven identifies “bid” sites that could be considered for
such a use.

Question 19
Should we promote a site for major convenience retailing at Chapelton of
Elsick to better serve the shopping needs of the area. If not, and a superstore
should be promoted in Stonehaven, where should this be?
6.75

Detailed assessments of development options in settlements is provided by Appendix
Kincardine and Mearns.

6.76

Marr

6.77

For a large part of the Marr Area, the Cairngorms National Park is the Planning
Authority. For the part of Marr covered by this Plan no “main issues” that relate
specifically to the Area have been identified. This is not to say that individual
settlements do not have, or do not raise planning issues of importance that require
consideration in the Local Development Plan, only that none of those identified have
the wider implications of the issues identified for other areas.

6.78

In engagement with Community Councils in Marr the major issue that was raised
related to the erection of wind turbines through out the area. This is considered under
issue 5 Wind Energy (see Para 4.4 and following).

6.79

Main Issue 4 Rural Development is particularly important for the Marr Area and some
settlements, most notably Huntly, are affected by Main Issue 8 Flooding and Erosion
and Main Issue 3 Supporting Town Centres.

6.80

The Main Marr Towns of Banchory and Alford and Aboyne have land allocated through
LDP 2012 and no new main issues have been identified.

6.81

Detailed assessments of development options in settlements is provided by Appendix
Marr.

7.

How Will We Take the Plan Forward

7.1

The publication of the Main Issues Report will mark the start of a series of public
meetings to discuss the “main issues” and other planning related matters. 39 public
meetings have been planned across Aberdeenshire. The purpose of these meetings is:

7.2

•

To provide clarity on the issues

•

To encourage engagement with the process

•

To provide a platform for discussion of what the Local Development Plan
needs to deliver

We have posed a series of 19 questions within this Main Issues Report, and would be
very pleased to receive your views on the matters they raise. However responding to
these questions is not obligatory, and while they should help you focus your response
to us, we are pleased to receive your comments on any matter concerning the Local
Development Plan 2016 the questions posed are:

Question 1
Do you have any comments you would wish to make on the policies that we
suggest leaving largely unchanged in the next Local Development Plan?
Question 2
Is it appropriate to have a high level policy on climate change and group
together policies on this subject in the way set out above?
Question 3
Is it appropriate to have the creation of green networks as one of the principle
aims of the plan?
Question 4
Would requiring office developments to locate in town centres unless they can
demonstrate that there are no town centre sites available make a worthwhile
contribution to the vibrancy of town centres?
Question 5
Are the changes being suggested for the “housing in the countryside” policy
appropriate (tightening of policy on when a building can be redeveloped,
removal of the “cohesive group” policy) or should an alternative approach be
adopted?
Question 6
Does the spatial framework for wind turbines accurately reflect the level of
constraint found across Aberdeenshire and does the amended local
development plan policy provide an appropriate context for making decisions on
wind turbine applications.
Question 7
Are new policies required to consider new and emerging renewable generating
technologies?

Question 8
Is it appropriate to deliver housing for people on modest incomes through
reference to the range of house sizes and tenures within developments, or is an
approach more closely tied to the national affordable housing benchmark
required?
Question 9
Is it appropriate to decrease risk of future flooding by applying a higher standard
now?
Question 10
Are the requirements for sustainability labels an appropriate way of achieving
carbon neutral buildings by 2020? Are the standards for the installation of
LZCGT’s appropriate.
Question 11
Are there any Local Nature Conservation sites that should be added or removed
from figure 5 and why?
Question 12
Should the policy on locally valued views be removed and ultimately replaced
by a set of Local Landscape designations?
Question 13
What reasons might there be to add to the greenfield housing and/or
employment land supply by allocating more sites?
Question 14
Are there any comments you would wish to make on the settlement objectives,
protected land or sites proposed by developers shown in the following sections.
Please consider issues of public benefit in particular.
Question 15
Should we continue a policy of providing development opportunity in Banff,
Macduff, Fraserburgh and Peterhead through maintaining a Greenfield housing
and business land supply?
Question 16
Should we facilitate the creation of a shopping centre on the outskirts of Ellon?
If so where should this be?
Question 17
In Inverurie is uncertainty so great, and land supply so buoyant, that we should
defer decisions on where future housing land should be released to a future
development plan?
Question 18
Should limited employment land development specifically to support the “subsea cluster” at Westhill be allowed? Are there other measures that could be
taken to support this international success?
Question 19

Should we promote a site for major convenience retailing at Chapelton of Elsick
to better serve the shopping needs of the area? If not, and a superstore should
be promoted in Stonehaven, where should this be?
7.3

Any comments you may wish to make on the Main Issues Report, or indeed any aspect
of the proposed Local Development Plan 2016 should be sent by 1 February 2014 to:
Policy Team
Planning and Building Standards
Infrastructure Services
Aberdeenshire Council
Woodhill House
Westburn Road
Aberdeen AB165GB
Or e-mailed to
LDP @aberdeenshire.gov.uk
Using the form at:
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans_policies/MIR2016responseform.pdf
Or completed using the online form at
http://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/planning/plans_policies/MainIssuesReport.asp

7.4

A response form to assist you in providing us with your comments has been prepared
and is available on-line, or at local libraries and Council Offices. It is not obligatory to
use this form.

7.5

Your response to the Main Issues Report will be acknowledged, and your submission
will be given a unique number.

7.6

In February 2014 all comments will be assessed and grouped into topic categories. It is
not our intention to respond individually to each comment, but to collect together similar
comments and deal with them in this way. We will publish a list of all submissions
made, and the topics raised within each submission.

7.7

We will publish summaries of the comments made to each topic category, and the
recommendations that planning officers are making to Councillors

7.8

In March, April and May we will discuss the comments made to the Main Issues Report
with elected members, and take instruction from them as to the content of the
“Proposed Local Development Plan”. This document will present the settled view of the
Council. There will be an opportunity to object to the proposed Local Development
Plan. Objections will be considered by the Scottish Ministers.

7.9

We would anticipate publishing the Proposed Local Development Plan in October
2014, in line with the timetable published in our development plan scheme.
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